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At low ambient temperatures, ferritic structural steels often experience cleavage 
fracture with little prior plastic deformations. The cleavage mechanism depends 
strongly on the random distribution of the inherent microscopic defects of the material 
ahead of the crack tip, which leads to significant scatters in the observed global 
fracture toughness. Thus the assessment of cleavage fracture often utilizes a 
probability-based treatment to describe the scatter of the experimental data. The 
existing statistical-based local treatment for cleavage failure, Weibull stress 
framework, necessitates substantial experimental efforts in a complex procedure to 
calibrate the material-dependent parameters in estimating the cumulative probability 
of fracture. Existing studies of such treatment focus primarily on planar fracture 
specimens with a straight through-thickness crack front. In contrast, realistic structural 
components often entail surface-breaking cracks, with a curved crack front.  
The objective of this research, therefore, is to provide a simplified and reliable 
approach to determine the Weibull parameters in estimating the cumulative fracture 
probability for straight through-thickness crack front and for curved crack front 
through a combined experimental and numerical investigation. 
This study first proposes a simplified calibration procedure based on two global 
fracture toughness values ( 0K ) at 63.2% cumulative probability of fracture, for two 
sets of specimens with marked differences in the crack-front constraints. The 





different thicknesses reported in the recent Euro fracture toughness [1]. In addition, 
the proposed calibration leads to an improved method to determine a limiting load 
level, beyond which extensive plastic deformation propagates in the specimen. 
Moreover, this study calibrates the Weibull material parameters from two sets of 
through-thickness fracture specimens with different crack-front constraints of S690 
and S550 steels, and validates the calibrated parameters using other sets of through-
thickness specimens. Furthermore, this study presents a Weibull stress approach to 
estimate the probability of fracture for surface-cracked plates loaded in four-point 
bending made of S690 and S550 high-strength steels. Based on the calibrated Weibull 
parameters, this study identifies a critical crack-front segment as the fracture initiation 
zone in the surface-cracked specimen and introduces a slightly modified Weibull 
stress definition to facilitate the engineering assessment of cleavage fracture in 
surface-cracked specimens. The proposed method also predicts closely the rank 
probability of cleavage fracture for a special SE(B) specimen with curved crack front, 
and surface-cracked steel bars loaded in tension [2]. 
This research supports the following major conclusions. Firstly, with the Weibull 
scale parameter uσ  anchoring on the temperature dependent 0K  value, the 
proposed calibration procedure calibrates the m and minK  values indirectly from the 
0K  values. Also, the proposed procedure provides a method to determine the limitM  
value by measuring the average error between the generated toughness data and the 
experimentally measured data. Furthermore, the fracture surface of surface-cracked 





crack-front locations near the free surface, which coincides with the crack-front 
material experiencing a large global crack driving force. Finally, using the Weibull 
parameters m and minK  calibrated from the through-thickness specimens, and the 
average toughness scaled to the 1T SSY condition, the cumulative probability of 
fracture estimated from the Weibull stress predicts closely the rank probability of 
cleavage fracture for the surface-cracked specimens loaded in both four-point bending 
and tension, and special SE(B) specimens with curved crack front. The reverse-
scaling process allows estimation of cleavage fracture probability against the average 
fracture toughness along the crack front for the surface-cracked specimens loaded in 
both four-point bending and tension and special SE(B) specimens with curved crack 
front.
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 0a  initial crack depth 
 0b  initial remaining ligament in a specimen 
 d  coefficient in rotation angle of a surface-cracked specimen 
 ( )g M  constraint function 
 h  thickness of the knife-edge attachment on the surface of the plate 
 l  arc length along the crack front measured from the free surface 
 0l  micro crack size 
 cl  critical micro crack size 
 m  Weibull modulus 
 r  number of valid data 
 t  thickness of the surface-cracked plate 
 u  displacement along x-axis 
 v  displacement along y-axis 
 xT 
thickness of the fracture specimen (as multiples of fractions of 1 
inch or 25.4mm) 
 plA  
area under the load versus plastic displacement or moment versus 
plastic rotation curve 
 netA  
net intact area of the cracked section in a surface-cracked 
specimen 





 FZB  
length of the critical crack-front segment representing the 
fracture initiation zone 
 totalB  total crack-front length for a surface crack 
 C  
constant relating global and local fracture models for SSY 
conditions 
 E  elastic modulus 
 J  energy release rate 
 avgJ  average energy release rate 
 cJ  critical energy release rate 
 0K  
global Weibull scale parameter located at 63.2% cumulative 
failure probability level 
 JK  
plane-strain crack driving force under Mode I loading [
2/ (1 )EJ υ= − ] 
 JcK  critical plane-strain fracture toughness 
 mcK  microcrack critical toughness 
 minK  threshold fracture toughness 
 M  non-dimensional loading parameter ( 0 /b Jσ= ) 
 appM  applied moment on surface-cracked specimen 
 limitM  criterion to distinguish invalid fracture toughness values 
 N  total number of specimens in a dataset 





 fP  cumulative probability of fracture 
 i rankP−  rank probability 
 R  radius of modified boundary layer model 
 0R  initial root radius 
 S  loading span 
 Tmp  temperature 
 0T  
reference temperature at which the median fracture toughness 
equals 100 MPa m  
 U  strain energy 
 0V  a reference volume (1 mm
3  in this study) 
 fV  volume of the fracture process zone 
 W  width of a specimen 
 α  material constant showing the distribution of micro-cracks 
 β  material constant showing the distribution of micro-cracks 
 η  coefficient in J calculation 
 θ  rotation angle of a specimen 
 aθ  anti-clockwise angle 
 λ  stress cutting parameter in the Weibull stress model 
 0σ  yield strength of the material 





 uσ  Weibull scale parameter 
 ultσ  ultimate strength of the material 
 wσ  Weibull stress 
 w-minσ  threshold Weibull stress 
 ν  Poisson’s ratio 
 φ  crack-front angle 
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 C(T) compact tension  
 CVN Charpy V-notch 
 DBT ductile-to-brittle transition 
 FEM finite element method 
 LLD load-line displacement 
 MBL modified boundary layer 
 MC master curve 
 SC(B) surface-cracked loaded in four-point bending 
 SC(T) surface-cracked loaded in tension 
 SE(B) single-edge-notched bend 
 SSE(B) special single-edge-notched bend (with curved crack front) 
 SSY small scale yielding 
 
  










CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Structural steels have observed increasing applications in conditions with a low 
ambient temperature, for example, in offshore facilities in the Arctic which covers 
about 25% of the world’s undiscovered petroleum reserve. With the popularization of 
steel structures, more and more catastrophic fracture failures attract increasing 
attentions. On March 15, 2001, Petrobras 36 in Brazil, which was at the time the 
largest floating semi-submersible oil platform in the world, sank after fracture failures 
and explosions, and left 11 workers dead. Figure 1.1 displays the scenes of this 
accident caused by fracture of steel.  
(a) (b) 
  
Fig. 1.1: Steel structure accident scenes [3]. 
In general, there are three types of loading that a crack can experience, as Fig. 
1.2 illustrates. Mode I loading corresponds to opening of the crack, where the 
principal load is applied normal to the crack plane. Mode II refers to in-plane shear 
loading and tends to slide one crack face with respect to the other. Mode III 
corresponds to out-of-plane shear. A cracked body can be loaded in any one of these 




modes, or combination of two or three modes. 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Fig. 1.2: The three modes of loading that a crack can experience: (a) opening; (b) in-plane 
shear; and (c) out-of-plane shear. 
Among the three crack opening modes, Mode I is the most common in offshore 
structures. Engineers usually design the structure against Mode I fracture by assuming 
that fracture will not occur when the fracture controlling parameters are less than the 
critical values determined from Mode I fracture tests. The stress intensity factor, K, is 
often applied for linear elastic design and the energy release rate, J, or the crack-tip 
opening displacement is adopted for elastic-plastic design as the fracture controlling 
parameter.  
Except for classification by crack opening mode, fracture also has different 
failure mechanisms. Figure 1.3 illustrates schematically two of the most common 
microscopic mechanisms of fracture in steel. Ductile fracture in Fig. 1.3 (a) occurs as 
the results of nucleation, growth and the coalescence of microscopic voids that initiate 
at second-phase particles and inclusions. Cleavage fracture in Fig. 1.3 (b) usually 
forms as the rapid propagation of a crack along specific crystallographic planes. 




Although cleavage fracture is often brittle, it can be preceded with large-scale plastic 
deformation and ductile crack growth. The two fracture types for steel can convert to 
each other drastically over a small temperature range. At low temperatures, ferritic 
steel is often brittle and fails by cleavage. As temperature increases, the material 
becomes ductile and fails by micro-void coalescence. In the transition region between 
ductile and brittle behavior, both mechanisms of fracture can occur in the same 
specimen with the competition and the possible mixture of both cleavage and ductile 
mechanisms, which render the test data to be highly scattered. The description of such 
scatter often utilizes a probability-based approach, such as the Weibull stress 
framework, which will be introduced in detail in Chapter 2. 
(a) (b) 
  
Fig. 1.3: Two mechanisms of fracture in steel: (a) ductile fracture; and (b) cleavage fracture. 
1.2 Objective and Scope  
The main objective of this work is to develop a simplified and reliable approach 
to estimate the cumulative probability of Mode I cleavage fracture of high-strength 
steels. The most commonly used local fracture probability model, Weibull stress 




model, however requires substantial lab tests workload. The first objective is to 
simplify and improve the current cleavage fracture model in case that only K0 values 
of two datasets are available instead of the whole sets. The validation of the proposed 
calibration method adopts fracture toughness values from a European Union project 
[1] and from tests on S690 and S550 steels.  
As current local Weibull stress framework for cleavage fracture remains a gap 
for curved crack front, the second objective is to study the fracture probability for 
surface-cracked plates and through-thickness cracks with a curved crack front. The 
validation of the proposed cleavage fracture probability estimation method for curved 
crack front adopts our lab tests on S690 and S550 high-strength steel. 
Realistic engineering applications often require estimations on the probability of 
cleavage fracture in surface cracks without the toughness value directly measured 
from surface-cracked specimens. The third objective of this study therefore is to 
propose an approach to estimate the probability of fracture in surface-cracked plates, 
using solely the numerically computed crack driving force values. 
The scope of this study includes: 
(1) theoretical development of fracture estimation probability methods; 
(2) experimental investigation of Mode I cleavage fracture; 
(3) numerical simulation of Mode I cleavage fracture; 
(4) validation of proposed theoretical methods. 




1.3 Original Contributions  
The main contributions of this work are presented as follows. 
(1) This study proposes a simplified calibration procedure for parameters 
required in the mathematical model for cleavage fracture, which significantly 
decreases the lab tests workload in estimating cleavage fracture probability.  
The previous calibration procedure for parameters in Weibull model, which is 
the most commonly used mathematical model for estimating cleavage fracture 
probability, requires experimental fracture toughness values from two specimen 
geometries with remarkable constraint difference. At least 15 specimens for each 
geometries should be tested to achieve a statistical reliability in the previous 
calibration procedure. The simplified calibration procedure proposed in this study is 
based on two global fracture toughness values ( 0K ) at 63.2% cumulative fracture 
probability, which only require 6 specimens to obtain the 0K  value for each 
specimen geometry.  
(2) This thesis proposes a Weibull stress assessment for cleavage fracture 
probability of curved cracks. 
Current studies and testing guidelines of cleavage fracture mainly focus on the 
application of Weibull framework on through-thickness specimens with a straight 
crack front. There exists a significant gap on cleavage fracture probability of curved 
cracks, which includes surface cracks with elliptical crack front and through-thickness 
cracks with curved crack front. The Weibull framework, which was originally 




developed for straight crack front, does not apply to curved cracks due to the complex 
stress field along the curved crack front. This study proposes a whole testing and 
cleavage fracture probability estimation procedure for curved cracks based on the 
modification of Weibull framework, including details of the recommended testing 
guidelines, numerical modeling, fracture toughness calculation and cleavage fracture 
probability estimation.  
(3) This study introduces a numerical process, which allows estimation of the 
fracture probability of curved cracks by numerical analysis alone. 
Previously, to know the fracture behavior of a specimen geometry with curved 
cracks, lab tests are unavoidable. This study introduces a numerical procedure, so that 
with known parameters in Weibull framework, which are calibrated from two sets of 
specimens with remarkable constraint differences, the fracture behavior of a third 
specimen geometry with curved cracks could be predicted by numerical simulation 
alone instead of lab tests. This numerical procedure dramatically decreases the tests 
workload and provides convenience for future fracture studies on curved cracks.   
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
Chapter 1 presents the background, research objective and scope, and highlights 
the original contributions of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical fracture mechanics and research history on the 
estimation of Mode I cleavage fracture probability, and introduces the current 
theoretical models for Mode I cleavage fracture probability estimation, including 




global and local Weibull stress framework. The developments of fracture testing and 
on curved cracks are also reviewed. 
Chapter 3 describes a simplified calibration procedure for the local Weibull 
stress model to estimate the cumulative probability of cleavage fracture for high-
strength steels. The following section studies the sensitivity of Weibull parameters on 
global fracture probability and presents a procedure to exclude extreme data with 
large plastic deformation. 
Chapter 4 calibrates the Weibull material parameters from two sets of through-
thickness fracture specimens with different crack-front constraints of S690 and S550 
steels, and validates the calibrated parameters using other sets of through-thickness 
specimens.   
Chapter 5 presents a Weibull stress approach to estimate the probability of 
fracture for surface-cracked plates loaded in four-point bending made of S690 and 
S550 high-strength steels. Based on the calibrated Weibull parameters, this study 
identifies a critical crack-front segment as the fracture initiation zone in the surface-
cracked specimen and introduces a slightly modified Weibull stress definition to 
facilitate the engineering assessment of cleavage fracture in surface-cracked 
specimens. The proposed method also predicts closely the rank probability of 
cleavage fracture for a special SE(B) specimen with curved crack front, and surface-
cracked steel bars loaded in tension [2]. 
Lastly, the conclusions and recommendation for future work are presented in 












CHAPTER 2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Fracture Mechanism 
2.1.1 Cleavage Fracture Mechanism 
At low ambient temperatures, ferritic structural steels often experience cleavage 
fracture with little prior plastic deformations, which lead subsequently to catastrophic 
consequences. As revealed by previous studies [4-6], cleavage fracture initiates with 
the rapid propagation of a crack along specific crystallographic planes. Cleavage 
fracture can be brittle, but it may proceed by large-scale plastic flow and ductile crack 
growth. The preferred cleavage planes are those with the lowest packing density since 
fewer bonds must be broken. As Fig. 1.3 (b) demonstrates, the fracture path is 
transgranular in polycrystalline materials. The crack propagates in a different 
direction each time when it crosses a grain boundary since the crack seeks the most 
favorably oriented cleavage plane in each grain. 
Since cleavage involves breaking bonds, the local stress must be sufficient to 
overcome the cohesive strength between grains. As proved by early studies [7, 8], the 
theoretical fracture strength of a crystalline bond is approximately /E π . However, 
ASTM STP 668 [9] indicates that the maximum stress ahead of the crack tip is three 
to four times the yield stress of the material. Thus a macroscopic crack provides 
insufficient stress concentration to exceed the bond strength. There must be a local 
stress concentration ahead of the macroscopic crack tip in order for cleavage to 
initiate. A sharp microcrack in the material is one way to achieve such sufficient local 




stress concentration. Cottrell [10] has postulated that microcracks form at intersecting 
slip planes by means of dislocation interaction. Other mechanism for microcrack 
formation involves inclusions [11] and second-phase particles [5, 12]. 
The mechanism of cleavage nucleation in steels requires a local stress and strain 
concentration provided by a macroscopic crack. A second-phase particle, such as a 
carbide or inclusion, cracks because of the plastic strain in the surrounding matrix. 
When the stress ahead of the macroscopic crack tip is sufficient, the microcrack 
propagates into the ferrite matrix, leading to cleavage fracture. Knott [13] has 
summarized the main features associated with brittle cleavage fracture in structural 
steel over a wide range of size-scales and shown that the values of the critical tensile 
stress can be related to the thickness or diameters of brittle second-phase particles in 
which microcracks are initiated by dislocation arrays, following a Griffith-type 
analysis.  
Thus, the cleavage mechanism depends strongly on the random distribution of 
the inherent microscopic defects of the material ahead of the crack tip [14]. Such 
microscopic randomness in the material leads to significant scatters in the observed 
global fracture toughness, as evidenced by reported experimental studies [1, 15, 16]. 
Thus the assessment of cleavage fracture often utilizes a probability-based treatment 
to describe the scatter of the experimental data in contrast to a deterministic approach 
used for ductile fracture failure. Substantial research efforts over the last few decades 
have developed such statistical treatments of cleavage fracture based on both global 
[17-19] and local approaches [20-22], which will be reviewed in detail in Section 2.2. 




2.1.2 Ductile Fracture Mechanism 
Ductile materials usually fail as the result of nucleation, growth, and the 
coalescence of microscopic voids [Fig. 1.3 (a)]. The microscopic voids nucleate at 
inclusions and second-phase particles; the voids grow together to form a macroscopic 
flaw, which leads to fracture. The commonly observed stages of ductile fracture [11, 
23, 24] are as follows: (1) formation of a free surface at an inclusion or second-phase 
particle; (2) growth of the void around the particle, by means of plastic strain and 
hydrostatic stress; (3) coalescence of the growing void with adjacent voids. 
A void forms around a second-phase particle or inclusion when sufficient stress 
is applied to break the interfacial bonds between the particle and the matrix. A number 
of models for estimating void nucleation stress have been published, some of which 
are based on continuum theory [25, 26] while others incorporate dislocation-particle 
interactions [27, 28]. The most widely used continuum model for void nucleation is 
due to Argon et al. [25]. They argued that the interfacial stress at a cylindrical particle 
is approximately equal to the sum of the mean stress and the effective stress. The 
Beremin research group [26] applied the Argon et al. [25] criterion to experimental 
data for a carbon manganese steel, and modified the interfacial stress formula to 
include yield stress. Goods and Brown [28] have developed a dislocation model for 
void nucleation at submicron particles.  
Once voids form, further plastic strain and hydrostatic stress cause the voids to 
grow and eventually coalesce. There are a number of mathematical models for void 
growth and coalescence. The two most widely referenced models were published by 




Rice and Tracey [29] and Gurson [30]. Rice and Tracey [29] have considered a single 
void in an infinite solid and provided solutions for the stress states of void growth. As 
their model is based on a single void and does not take account of interactions 
between voids, a improved model developed by Gurson [30] and later modified by 
Tvergaard [31, 32] analyzes the plastic flow in a porous medium by assuming that the 
material behaves as a continuum. 
2.1.3 Ductile-Brittle Transition 
The fracture toughness of ferritic steels can change drastically over a small 
temperature range. At low temperatures, steel is brittle and fails by cleavage. At high 
temperatures, the material is ductile and fails by microvoid coalescence. In the 
transition region between ductile and brittle behavior, both mechanisms of fracture 
can occur in the same specimen. Thus the ductile-brittle transition temperature or nil 
ductility transition temperature is significant in materials selection. The most accurate 
method of measuring the nil ductility transition temperature is by fracture testing at a 
range of temperatures on pre-cracked bars [33]. For experiments conducted at higher 
temperatures, dislocation activity increases. At a certain temperature, dislocations 
shield the crack tip to such an extent that applied deformation rate is not sufficient for 
the stress intensity at the crack-tip to reach the critical value ( IcK ) for fracture. The 
temperature at which this occurs is the ductile-brittle transition temperature. 
In the lower transition region, the fracture is pure cleavage, but the toughness 
increases rapidly with temperature as cleavage becomes more difficult. In the upper 




transition region, a crack initiates by microvoid coalescence but ultimate failure 
occurs by cleavage. Thus over the ductile-to-brittle transition (DBT) region, the 
assessments of the fracture failure become further complicated by the competition and 
the possible mixture of both cleavage and ductile mechanisms [34]. Wallin [35] has 
developed a statistical model for the transition region that incorporates the effect of 
prior ductile tearing on the cleavage probability. Anderson [36] has studied the effect 
of crack tip region constraint on fracture toughness in the ductile-to-brittle transition 
region and concluded that increasing specimen thickness and crack length causes the 
transition to occur at higher temperatures. 
Recent work by Heerens and Read [37] demonstrates the statistical sampling 
nature of cleavage fracture in the transition region by a large number of fracture tests 
at several temperature in the transition region. They have shown that the measured 
distance from the initiation site to the original crack tip correlated very well with the 
measured fracture toughness. Similar fractographic studies by Watanabe et al. [38] 
and Rosenfield and Shetty [39] also revealed a correlation between critical energy 
release rate, crack extension and critical distance. 
Cleavage propagation in the upper transition region often displays isolated 
islands of ductile fracture [40]. When specimens with arrested macroscopic cleavage 
cracks are studied graphically, unbroken ligaments are sometimes discovered behind 
the arrested crack tip. These two observations imply that a propagating cleavage crack 
in the upper transition region encounters barriers. 




2.2 Mathematical Model for Cleavage Fracture 
2.2.1 Global Weibull Model  
The first testing standard applicable to ferritic steels in the ductile-to-brittle 
transition region, ASTM E-1921 [41], employs a three-parameter Weibull model to 
estimate the cumulative probability of fracture based on the weakest link concepts as 
the technical basis. The weakest-link model assumes that the local stress field and J-
values remain uniform along the entire crack front and that no significant constraint 
loss occurs within specimens. These assumptions greatly simplify the description of 
the crack-front stress field but limit the application of such approaches to fracture 
specimens without significant constraint loss under increased plastic deformation.  
Based on these assumptions, ASTM E-1921 [41] prescribes the engineering 
treatment of cleavage fracture by a three-parameter Weibull model. Based on the 
global crack driving force ( JcK ), this model estimates the cumulative probability of 
fracture fP  by,  
4
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= − −  −     
(2.1) 
where minK  defines a threshold fracture toughness, below which cleavage fracture 
does not occur. ASTM E-1921 [41] recommends a fixed value of minK  equal to
20 MPa m for steels, invariant of material flow properties, crack-front configuration, 
and temperature. The 0K  value in Eq. (2.1) refers to a Weibull scale parameter 
which equals the JcK  value at a cumulative fracture probability ( fP ) of 63.2%. 




ASTM E-1921 [41] calculates the 0K  value based on a set of experimentally 




















where N and r refer to the total number of specimens and the number of valid fracture 
toughness data, respectively. The valid toughness data refers to JcK  values measured 
from specimens with limited plastic deformations ahead of the crack tip. The valid 












where E, b, 0σ  and ν  denote Young’s modulus, the remaining ligament, yield 
stress, and Poisson’s ratio, respectively. The parameter limitM  describes a limiting 












where fracture toughness IcJ  refers to the critical energy release rate measured in a 
specimen. ASTM E-1921 [41] recommends a value of 30limitM =  to exclude 
fracture specimens violating the high-constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition. 
Wasiluk et al. [42] adopt a value of 10limitM =  for the calibration of a local Weibull 
stress model using Euro fracture toughness data [1]. Qian and Chen [43] have 
proposed an approach to determine limitM  by screening a load level, beyond which 
the fracture toughness data deviate significantly from the three-parameter global 





Fracture toughness values measured from fracture specimens other than 1T 
thickness, require a statistical adjustment to equivalent 1T values for comparisons. 
ASTM E-1921 [41] scales different crack-front lengths to equivalent 1T values by, 
( )( )
1/4
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xE E E x
Jc min Jc min
BK K K K
B
 
= + −  
   
(2.5) 
where 1921 20 MPa mEminK =  as required in ASTM E-1921 [41]; xT refers to the 
thickness of the specimen in multiples or fractions of an inch (or 25.4 mm); and B 
denotes specimen thickness. 
During the application of the global Weibull model, the fracture toughness data 
from tests must be ordered by rank and designated rank probabilities when plotted 
into the failure probability diagram. Each data point corresponds to a certain 
cumulative failure probability with a certain confidence. This can be expressed in a 
mathematical form with the binomial distribution [44], 
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where 'z  is the probability that the rank estimate corresponds to the cumulative 
probability rankP , n and i are number of points and rank number, respectively. 
Researchers prefer to use simple approximations of the median rank probability 
estimate with ' 0.5z = [45]. Wallin [19] has compared three common estimates of the 













By comparing with fracture toughness values plotted by rank probability, a 
number of studies [19, 46] have confirmed the effectiveness of the global Weibull 
model in describing the fracture toughness distribution over the DBT region.  
2.2.2 Local Weibull Stress Model 
The global Weibull model introduced above applies strictly to crack fronts under 
a high-constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) condition. A local model, proposed by 
the Beremin’s group [47], reflects the constraint-dependent stress field near the crack 
tip, and thus provides a widely recognized approach to estimate the cleavage fracture 
probability in ferritic steels.  
The weakest link model postulates that the global cleavage fracture event 
depends on the failure of a single initiator in the material. The random size, strength, 
and location of the initiators lead directly to the scatter observed in global fracture 
toughness values. The small volume of highly-stressed material ahead of the crack 
front contains the potential initiators thus plays a key role in the fracture process. 
Beremin’s group [47] assumes that the highly-stressed volume can be divided into 
statistically independent small volumes, 0V . In each volume 0V , the probability of 
finding a crack with length between 0l  and 0 0l dl+  will be: 
( )0 0 0
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(2.8) 
where α  and β  are material constants showing the distribution of micro-cracks in 
0V , and 0l  represents the microcrack size. The probability of finding a micro-crack 




of size cl  or larger within 0V , is then, 

















where cl  denote critical microcrack size. The critical microcrack size and critical 
stress has a simply inverse square relationship. Thus replacing the microcrack size in 
Eq. (2.9) with stress defines the probability that a given stress exceeds the critical 
stress which can trigger fracture, 
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(2.10) 
where ( ),f α β  denotes a function of α  and β , and mcK  represents microcrack 
critical toughness. Introduction of the notation, m, for the Weibull modulus, 
2 2m β= −  (2.11) 
and the Weibull scale parameter, 
( ),u mcf Kσ α β=  (2.12) 
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(2.13) 
For the entire fracture specimen, the weakest-link model dictates that failure 
occurs if cleavage fracture initiates in any of the volumes 0V . Integrating Eq. (2.13) 
leads to the two-parameter Weibull stress model, 
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The Weibull stress, wσ , defines a scalar local crack driving force, derived by 



















where 0V  takes a unit value (
31 mm ) and the fracture process zone contains highly 
stressed near-tip materials with 1 02σ σ>  in this study. 
However, the original two-parameter Weibull stress model, as demonstrated by 
previous studies [48], does not recognize the phenomenon that cleavage fracture does 
not occur below a certain threshold fracture toughness. Gao et al. [48] have hence 
added a threshold Weibull stress to the two-parameter Weibull stress model and 













= − −  −     
(2.16) 
where w minσ −  refers to the threshold Weibull stress. 
As shown by Petti and Dodds [49, 50] , the three-parameter Weibull stress model 
in Eq. (2.16) connects directly to the global Weibull model in Eq. (2.1). Under high-
constraint, small-scale yielding (SSY) conditions, the Weibull stress computed from a 
steady-state crack-tip stress field depends uniquely on the global crack driving force 
[49, 51-53],  
4m
w JCBKσ =  (2.17) 
where B refers to the thickness of the specimen and C denotes a constant derived from 
the relationship between the Weibull stress and the applied JK  from a modified 




boundary layer (MBL) model under a Mode I loading. For a specimen with low crack-
front constraints, Petti and Dodds [49, 50] have introduced a constraint correction 
function, ( )g M , to Eq. (2.17), 
4 ( )mw JCBK g Mσ =  (2.18) 
The ( )g M  function reflects the plasticity-induced constraint loss in the fracture 
specimen. It equals 1.0 for all materials under plane-strain, SSY conditions with T-
stress=0 and equals the ratio of the Weibull stress computed from a realistic fracture 
specimen [Eq. (2.18)] and that from a SSY model [Eq. (2.20)] for a specific 
configuration. 
As Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) anchor the local Weibull stress directly on the global 
fracture toughness. The threshold Weibull parameter, w-minσ , anchors on the 
threshold fracture toughness, minK ; the Weibull scaling parameter, uσ , derives from 
Eq. (2.18) based on the value of 0K . This 0u Kσ −  relationship entails naturally a 
temperature dependence of the uσ  parameter based on the master curve [54]. The 
three-parameter Weibull stress model in Eq. (2.16) provides a uniform approach to 
estimate the cumulative probability of fracture for both high-constraint and low-
constraint fracture specimens. This uniform approach enables a thickness and 
constraint scaling [55] for a given specimen to the equivalent 1T (1 inch or 25.4 mm 
thick) SSY condition for comparison, 
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where xT refers to the thickness of the specimen in multiples or fractions of an inch 
(or 25.4 mm).The Weibull stress approach integrates the weakest-link model [56, 57] 
with an assumed distribution of fracture initiators (i.e., microscopic flaws) ahead of 
the crack tip to derive a scalar local crack driving force, the Weibull-stress ( wσ ).  
The Weibull modulus (m) and the Weibull scale parameter ( uσ ) in the three-
parameter Weibull stress model require calibration by experimental results. Minami et 
al. [51] and Bakker and Koers [58] have employed a single set of high-constraint 
fracture data to determine the Weibull modulus (m) and the Weibull scale parameter 
( uσ ) in the two-parameter Weibull stress model. Minami et al. [51] have described a 
maximum likelihood method which employs statistical estimator to enforce equal 
probability distributions between the global and local parameters. Karstensen et al.  
[59] and Wiesner [60] have confirmed the two-parameter Weibull stress model and 
studied the effect of temperature and specimen geometry on Weibull parameter 
variance. Hojo et al. [61] have proposed a similar concept for estimation of uσ  in 
the lower part of the DBT region where the specimen response more closely 
approximates plane-strain conditions. Sherry et al. [62] have employed the extensive 
sets of fracture toughness data for a UK nuclear pressure vessel steel at various 
temperatures to calibrate uσ  directly at each temperature of interest over the DBT 
region. Gao et al. [2, 48] and Ruggieri et al. [63, 64] have discussed the uniqueness 
issue in determining the two Weibull parameters (m and uσ ) using a single set of 
experimental data.  
Subsequent developments [42, 43, 48, 63] have led to rigorous calibration 




procedures involving two sets of experimental specimens with contrast differences in 
the crack-front constraints. Such statistical evaluation of the fracture toughness data 
requires very large datasets. In a European Union project [1] entitled “Fracture 
toughness of steel in the ductile to brittle transition regime”, more than 800 tests were 
performed using compact tension [C(T)] specimens ranging in size from 0.5T to 4T 
with test temperatures spanning the entire DBT. Follow-on work by Heerens et al. [65] 
tested over 400 pre-cracked Charpy (CVN) specimens extracted from the broken 
larger specimens. These very large datasets validate the statistical and Master Curve 
concepts-procedures adopted in ASTM E-1921 and provide invaluable datasets for 
development of micromechanical models such as described in this study. Based on the 
fracture toughness datasets from this project [1, 65], Gao et al. [48] have proposed a 
calibration scheme to find Weibull parameters (m and uσ ) with toughness values 
measured under both low and high constraint conditions at the crack front. Wasiluk et 
al. [42] have demonstrated the calibration scheme proposed by Gao et al. [48] based 
on the Euro fracture toughness dataset [1]. Their work has also demonstrated the 
temperature invariance of Weibull stress modulus, m, and the dependence of the 
Weibull scale parameter, uσ , on temperature. Qian and Chen [43] have proposed a 
calibration procedure based on two single 0K  values from two sets of specimens 
with drastically different constraint conditions. 
Many research efforts [66-70] have confirmed the close agreement between the 
experimental fracture toughness with the calibrated Weibull stress model. Beleznai et 
al. [66] have performed the description and prediction of cleavage fracture by Weibull 




stress model on 15Kh2NMFA RPV steel. Qian et al. [67] have recalibrated the 
Weibull modulus and the threshold fracture toughness in the three-parameter Weibull 
stress model for the cleavage assessment of the pressure vessel steel reported in the 
European Union Project [1]. Gao et al. [68] have examined the effects of loading rate 
on the Weibull stress model for prediction of cleavage fracture in a low-strength, 
A515-70 pressure vessel steel. Lidbury et al. [69] have validated the constraint-based 
methodology in structural integrity by the three-parameter Weibull stress model. Horn 
and Sherry [70] have predicted the cleavage fracture initiation from blunt notches of 
varying root radii using the Weibull stress model. Further studies have investigated 
the sensitivity of this model in case of crack depth [71], 0 /a W ratio [72], loading rate 
[73], etc. 
 However, some studies [74-78] have reported the difficulty in transferring the 
Beremin model parameters from one test situation to another and have doubted the 
assumption of the Beremin model that the microcrack distribution stays constant 
during the loading history. Some recent investigations of Margolin et al. [74] and 
Wiesner and Goldthorpe [75] even indicate a clear dependence of the parameters of 
the Beremin model on the geometry alone. Modification of Beremin’s model seems to 
be necessary, especially if one allows also for various temperatures and loading rates 
[79]. Bernauer et al. [76] have modified Beremin Model to account for the decreasing 
number of cleavage initiation sites due to preceding ductile void formation. Kroon and 
Faleskog [77, 78] have included a non-local stress with an associated material related 
length scale, and it also includes a strain measure to account for the number of 




nucleated cleavage initiation sites. Bordet et al. [21, 80] have introduced the plastic 
strain into the Weibull stress model to include the effects of microcrack nucleation. 
Other works seek to connect directly through quantitative experimental observations, 
the effects of size-shape-orientation of metallurgical-scale features on modeling 
parameters, e.g., Tanguy et al.[81]. 
2.2.3 Master Curve 
In some early research by Wallin et al. [15, 18], they concluded that the 
temperature dependence of fracture toughness is of a statistical nature. Later, based on 
fracture toughness values from the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Nuclear 
Pressure Vessel Steel Data Base [82] and the Heavy Section Steel Technology 
Program performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [83, 84], Wallin has introduced 
a Master Curve concept [54] based upon the maximum likelihood concept [85]. The 
Master Curve defines the relationship between the median fracture toughness and the 
temperature for one-inch (25.4 mm) thick high-constraint specimens, via a reference 
temperature 0T , which corresponds to the median fracture toughness of 
100 MPa m . The Master Curve concept has been further validated by the Euro 
fracture toughness database [19, 46] and included in ASTM E-1921 [41]. ASTM E-
1921 [41] adopts their conclusions and prescribes explicit procedures to determine the 
0T  value through a minimum set of six specimens with the same dimensions and 
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where T is the test temperature. The median fracture toughness ( )Jc medK  of a data 
population corresponds to 50% cumulative probability for fracture and can be 
determined from 0K  in Eq. (2.2) using the following, 
[ ]1/4( ) 0( ) ln(2)Jc med min minK K K K= + −  (2.21) 
ASTM E-1921 [41] then describes the shape of the median JcK  toughness, 
( )Jc medK , for 1T specimens by, 
( )( ) 030 70exp 0.019Jc medK T T= + −    (2.22) 
where T and 0T  denote the test temperature and reference temperature, respectively.  
The Master Curve enables a complete characterization of a material’s brittle 
fracture toughness based on only a few small size specimens. The method combines a 
theoretical description of the scatter, a statistical size effect and an empirically found 
temperature dependence of fracture toughness. The fracture toughness in the brittle 
fracture regime is thus described with only one parameter, the transition temperature
0T . 
Recent research by Ruggieri et al. [86] have presented that when constraint loss 
occurs in the measured fracture toughness values, the derived 0T  has a lower value 
than toughness values measured under full constraint conditions (SSY) and have 
provided correction for this error. Wallin [87] has studied the warm pre-stress effect 
on Master Curve and the transferability of the master curve to structures. In 2014, 
Wallin [88] has compared the Master Curve with the Unified Curve [89] in estimating 
temperature dependence of fracture toughness values and concluded that Master 




Curve describes the fracture toughness data better. 
2.3 Fracture Testing 
2.3.1 Introduction 
A number of organizations throughout the world have published standardized 
procedures for fracture toughness measurement, including the American Society for 
Testing and Materials (ASTM) [9, 41, 90-92], the British Standards Institution (BSI) 
[93, 94], the International Institute of Standards (ISO) [95]. All the fracture test 
standards have several common features. The design of the specimens is similar in 
each of the standards. The cracks in test specimens are introduced by fatigue in each 
case, although the requirements for fatigue loads vary from one standard to the other. 
The basic instrumentation required to measure load and displacement is common to 
virtually all fracture mechanics tests, but some tests require additional instrumentation 
to monitor crack growth. This section will introduce and compare the requirements 
from different fracture testing standards. 
2.3.2 Specimen and Instrumentation 
There are five types of specimens that are permitted in ASTM standards [41, 90] 
that characterize fracture initiation and crack growth. The configurations that are 
currently standardized include the compact tension [C(T)] specimen, the single-edge-
notched bend [SE(B)] specimen, the middle tension (MT) panel and the disk specimen. 
The British standard BS ISO:27306 [95] includes the same four types with slightly 




different requirement in dimensions for MT panel. In most cases, specimen width (W) 
equals twice of the specimen thickness (B), and specimen size is usually scaled 
geometrically, where standard sizes include 1/2T, 1T, 2T and 4T. In certain cases, 
grooves are machined into the sides of a fracture toughness specimen [96]. The 
primary purpose of side grooving is to maintain a straight crack front during the test. 
A specimen without side grooves is subject to crack tunneling and shear lip formation 
because the material near the outer surface is in a state of low-stress triaxiality. 
In all the standards, the orientation of the specimen relative to symmetry 
directions in the material is always an important consideration. All ASTM fracture 
testing standards require that the orientation be reported along with the measured 
toughness; ASTM has adopted a notation for this purpose [91]. 
At a minimum, the applied load and a characteristic displacement on the 
specimen must be measured during a fracture toughness test. The instrumentations for 
measuring the load are usually load cells equipped with nearly all test machines. The 
most common displacement transducer in fracture mechanics tests is the clip gage, 
which attaches to the mouth of the crack. A linear variable differential transformer 
provides an alternative means for inferring displacement, which is useful for 
measuring displacements on a test specimen at locations other than the crack mouth. 
The potential drop technique [97, 98] utilizes a voltage change to infer the crack 
growth. The disadvantage of the potential drop technique is that it requires additional 
instrumentation. The unloading compliance technique [99], however, allows the crack 
growth to be inferred from the load and displacement transducers that are part of any 




standard fracture mechanics test. 
2.3.3 Fatigue Precracking 
Fracture mechanics theory applies to cracks that are infinitely sharp prior to 
loading. The most efficient way to produce such a crack is through fatigue cyclic 
loading. The fatigue crack must be introduced in such a way as not to adversely 
influence the toughness value that is to be measured. In order for a fracture toughness 
measurement to reflect the true material properties, the fatigue crack must satisfy the 
following conditions: (1) the crack-tip radius at failure must be much larger than the 
initial radius of the fatigue crack; (2) the plastic zone produced during fatigue 
cracking must be small compared to the plastic zone at fracture. To achieve these 
requirement, ASTM E-1820 [99] introduces the requirements of minimum and 
maximum fatigue loading for each specimen type. 
2.3.4 Fracture Test 
The first standardized test method for IcK  testing, ASTM E-399 [90], was 
originally published in 1970, and has undergone a number of revisions over the years. 
Other IcK  testing standards have been published throughout the world, including the 
British Standard 5447 [93], but are generally based on ASTM E-399 [90]. 
However, the specimen size requirements in ASTM E-399 [90] are far more 
stringent than they need to be to ensure predominately plane strain conditions at the 
crack tip. Thus tests following ASTM E-399 [90] runs the risk of invalid results, and 
once a results is declared invalid, ASTM E-399 [90] offers no recourse for deriving 




useful information from the test. A more recent ASTM standard, E-1820 [99], 
provides an alternative test methodology that permits valid fracture toughness 
estimates from supposedly invalid K tests. ASTM E-1820 [99] is a generalized test 
method for fracture toughness measurement that combines K, J and CTOD parameters 
in a single standard. The British standard BS 7448: Part 1 [94] is the British 
equivalent of ASTM E-1820 [99]. 
ASTM E-399 [90] test method measures a single point on the R curve. An 
alternative to measuring a single toughness value is determining the entire R curve for 
materials that exhibit ductile crack extension. The ASTM E-561 [92] outlines a 
procedure for determining K vs. crack growth curves in such materials. Unlike ASTM 
E-399 [90], the ASTM E-561 [92] does not contain a minimum thickness requirement, 
and thus can be applied to thin sheets. 
2.4 Surface Cracks 
Existing testing guidelines [99, 100] and statistical treatments focus primarily on 
planar fracture specimens with a straight through-thickness crack front. In contrast, 
realistic structural components often entail surface-breaking cracks, with a curved 
crack front, causing spatially varying driving forces and constraint conditions along 
the crack front. The assessment of cleavage fracture for surface-cracked geometries 
remains a challenging task, which requires carefully instrumented experimental 
investigations.  
Some previous works have paved an essential basis for the investigation reported 




in this thesis. Some of the early studies used techniques such as alternating methods 
[101, 102], boundary elements [103], virtual crack extension method [104, 105] and 
the line-spring model [106, 107]. Thresher and Smith [101] have used a superposition 
and iteration technique to determine the stress-intensity factor numerically as a 
function of position around the crack front for a variety of crack depths. Liao and 
Atluri [102] have provided a stress intensity factor variation along a semicircular 
surface flaw using a nested alternating procedure which employs the complete 
analytical solution for an arbitrarily loaded circular flaw embedded in an infinite solid. 
The method accounts for both the front-surface/back-surfaces as well as the boundary-
crack interactions, as opposed to the method of Thresher and Smith [101] which 
considered only the boundary-crack interactions. Cruse [103] has demonstrated 
boundary element method as a useful tool for three dimensional stress analysis of 
cracked bodies. Blackburn and Hellen [104] have calculated the stress intensity 
factors of surface cracks by finite element method with special elements at the tip to 
represent the variation of the displacement with respect to the square root of the 
distance from the tip. The stress intensity factor is determined by comparison of the 
displacements in the special elements, by a method of virtual crack extensions. 
Delorenzi [105] has proposed an energy release rate solution based on a continuum 
mechanics formulation of the virtual crack extension principle and can be used with 
linear elastic materials as well as materials following the deformation theory of 
plasticity. Rice and Levy [106] have presented an elastic analysis for the tensile 
stretching and bending of a plate containing a surface crack penetrating part-through 




the thickness, with the part-through cracked section represented as a continuous line 
spring. Delale and Erdogan [107] have improved upon the results obtained by Rice 
and Levy [106] by taking into account the transverse shear effects in formulating the 
bending of the cracked plate.  
More stress intensity factor solutions for surface cracks adopt finite element 
methods [108-112]. Tracey [108] has discussed the variation of the stress intensity 
factor along the crack front and the general features of the stress variation from the 
front by elastic three-dimensional finite element analysis. Raju and Newman [109] 
have studied the convergence by varying the number of degrees of freedom to verify 
the accuracy of the three-dimensional finite-element models for stress intensity factor 
of surface cracks. Nash and Hilton [110] have extended the finite element method to 
direct calculation of combined mode I and II stress intensity factors for axisymmetric 
and planar structures of arbitrary geometry and loading. Sukumar et al. [111] have 
added a discontinuous function and the two-dimensional asymptotic crack-tip 
displacement fields to the finite element approximation to account for the crack using 
the notion of partition of unity. Ayhan and Nied [112] have demonstrated that the 
enriched finite element approach is a very effective technique for obtaining stress 
intensity factors for general three-dimension crack problem.  
Qian and Li [113] have proposed a compliance-based approach based on 
experimental results to determine the fracture resistance J-R curve for surface-cracked 
plates under four-point bending. Gao et al. [2] have calibrated the Weibull stress 
model using toughness data measured from C(T) and SE(B) specimens, and 




subsequently compared the Weibull stress prediction on the fracture probability with 
the surface-cracked plates loaded in tension. Uslu et al. [114] have studied surface 
cracks in finite-thickness plates subjected to thermal loads. 
2.5 Research Gaps and Challenges 
Despite the mathematical models and experimental studies which have been 
developed for investigating Mode I cleavage fracture problems, the fracture 
probability estimation of Mode I cleavage fracture of high-strength steel is far from 
complete. The research gaps and challenges for current study on the Mode I cleavage 
fracture are summarized below: 
(1) The current Weibull stress framework requires significant experimental 
efforts with carefully controlled test results to calibrate parameters. A simplified 
approach is required in engineering assessment. 
(2) There is no testing standard for curved-cracked specimens and there are 
limited experimental investigations for curved cracks by now [2, 113]. The 
manufacture of curved-cracked specimens requires accurate instruments and fatigue 
pre-cracking requires careful control. The recording of crack-mouth opening distance 
under large loading in low temperature is also a challenge in experimental study for 
curved-cracked specimens. 
(3) As the local stress fields keep changing along curved crack front, gaps exist 
on estimation method of fracture toughness of curved-cracked specimens. Only 
limited studies [2] apply the Weibull framework on surface-cracked specimens. The 




application of Weibull framework on curved cracks requires further modification and 






























CHAPTER 3  A SIMPLIFIED CALIBRATION METHOD 
OF WEIBULL PARAMETERS 
3.1 Introduction 
The existing statistical-based local treatment [115, 116] for cleavage fracture 
necessitates substantial experimental efforts in a complex procedure to calibrate the 
material-dependent parameters in estimating the cumulative fracture probability. The 
objective of this chapter is to propose a simplified and reliable approach to determine 
these key material parameters for engineering applications.   
The local Weibull stress model [47] has advanced into a widely accepted 
approach in assessing the cumulative probability of cleavage fracture. Gao et al. [48] 
have modified the original two-parameter Weibull stress model to a three-parameter 
Weibull stress model by introducing a threshold Weibull stress, w-minσ , to reflect the 
fact that no fracture would occur below a specific global crack driving force. The 
calibration of the three-parameter Weibull stress model often requires significant 
experimental efforts with carefully controlled test results. Minami et al. [51] have 
employed a single set of high-constraint fracture data to determine the Weibull 
modulus (m) and the Weibull scale parameter ( uσ ) based on the maximum likelihood 
method. Gao et al. [2, 48] and Ruggieri et al. [63] have discussed the uniqueness issue 
in determining two Weibull parameters (m and uσ ) using a single set of experimental 
data. Subsequent developments [42, 49, 50] in the three-parameter local Weibull 
stress model lead to a rigorous calibration procedure involving two sets of 




experimental specimens with contrastively different crack-front constraints. 
This chapter starts with an introduction of a simplified calibration procedure 
based on two global fracture toughness values ( 0K ) at 63.2% cumulative fracture 
probability. Then, the FEM model employed in the study is presented. The next 
section validates the proposed approach employing compact tension, C(T), tests with 
different thicknesses reported in the Euro fracture toughness dataset [1]. The 
following section proposes an approach to determine the criterion of valid fracture 
toughness data and studies the sensitivity of Weibull fitting parameter, 0K , and 
threshold fracture toughness, minK . The last section summarizes the main conclusions 
of this chapter.  
3.2 Simplified Calibration Procedure 
The proposed method in this study aims to reduce the substantial experimental 
requirement of the calibration procedure by generating two sets of fictitious fracture 
toughness data from two reported 0K  values. The data generation procedure in this 
proposed method assumes that the specimens dominated by the cleavage mechanism 
(without prior extensive plastic deformations) follow the global Weibull model based 
on JcK  in Eq. (2.1). To overcome the uniqueness issue in calibrating the Weibull 
parameters [48, 63], the proposed procedure requires two 0K  values from two sets of 
specimens with contrastively different crack-front constraints. The fictitious fracture 
toughness data generation procedure assumes a fixed minK  value of 20 MPa m , as 
recommended in ASTM E-1921 [41]. The following steps detail the simplified 





(1) The input requirement of the proposed procedure includes two 0K  values, 
which are derived from two fracture toughness datasets with pronounced different 
crack-front constraints. The proposed method employs an limitM  value of 10 to 
exclude the invalid toughness data with extensive plastic deformations, as reported by 
Wasiluk et al. [42]. The proposed method also requires the /r N  ratio, i.e., the 
number of valid data over the total number of data in a fracture toughness dataset. If 
all the fracture toughness values have limitM M≥ , the /r N  ratio is 1.0 for this set 
of fracture toughness. The determination of the 0K  value should follow Eq. (2.2) as 
recommended in ASTM E-1921 [41]. 
(2) With the given 0K  values and the corresponding /r N  ratios of the same 
dataset, the proposed method generates two sets of JcK  values based on Eq. (2.1) 
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(3.1) 
where i denotes the rank number [117]; r and N refers to the number of valid data and 
total number of data, respectively. 
(3) The proposed approach then determines, through finite element analyses (see 
Section 3.3 for the details), the w JKσ −  relationship for both the SSY model and the 
fracture specimens, and subsequently the constraint correction function, ( )g M , for 
both sets of specimens. The finite element analyses adopt the material properties 




measured at the same temperature as that to determine 0K . 
(4) Using the ( )g M  function derived in step 3, this approach scales, using Eq. 
(2.19), both sets of the fictitious JcK  data generated in Step 2 to the 1T SSY 
condition, denoted as (1T)HC SSYJcK
−  and (1T)LC SSYJcK
−  respectively, for the high-
constraint and low-constraint toughness data.    
(5) For each pair of trial values of Weibull parameters, m and minK , the 
proposed method calculates the following error function,  
min( , )
1T 1T 1T 1T 1T 1T
1 1 1
HC LC HC LCn n n n
HC SSY SSY LC SSY SSY HC SSY LC SSY
Jc Jc Jc Jc Jc Jc
i i i
Error K K K K K K− − − −
= = =
= − + − + −∑ ∑ ∑
(3.2) 
which measures the difference in the scaled fracture toughness values and the 
corresponding JcK  values at the 1T, SSY condition at the same probability of 
fracture. The error function in Eq. (3.2) includes three terms: (1) the summed 
difference in the scaled fracture toughness values between the high-constraint 
specimen and SSY model; (2) the summed difference in the scaled fracture toughness 
values between the low-constraint specimen and SSY model; and (3) the summed 
difference in the scaled fracture toughness values between high-constraint and low-
constraint specimen. The calibrated set of m and minK  values shall correspond to the 
smallest error magnitude in Eq. (3.2). 
The previous investigation [67] has demonstrated that the weight function has 
little effect on the calibration results. The key simplification of the proposed 
procedure comparing with the calibration procedure outlined by Wasiluk et al. [42] 




lies on the application of the fictitious fracture toughness data instead of the original 
experimental data.  
The calibrated m and minK  values correspond to the minimum value of the error 
function in Eq. (3.2). The minimized error in Eq. (3.2) scales both the high-constraint 
and the low-constraint fracture toughness data to the same 1T SSY condition for 
comparison. The current study includes an m trial range from 1 to 30 and a minK  trial 
range from 0 to 80 MPa m  in the calibration process. 
3.3 Finite Element Modeling 
The validation of the proposed procedure utilizes the reported Euro fracture 
toughness database [1, 65]. The calibration of Weibull parameters requires 
calculations of J-values and Weibull stress from detailed finite element models. The 
FEM procedure involves a small-scale-yielding (or SSY) model for a plane-strain 
condition without constraint loss and models for realistic 3D specimens. The 
numerical analysis follows the large-deformation algorithm implemented in the open 
source, finite element research code WARP3D [118]. The details of the finite element 
modeling are introduced in this section. 
3.3.1 SSY Model 
Figure 3.1 (a) shows a half-symmetric, modified boundary layer (or SSY) model 
[119, 120] with one layer of elements across the thickness and gradually decreasing 
element sizes towards the free surface. The finite element meshes contain an initial 




root radius, 0R , to facilitate numerical convergence at large deformations [See Fig. 
3.1 (b)]. The mesh near the crack tip contains 16 elements around each crack-tip node 
and around 120 elements in the radial direction in the x-y plane. The model utilizes 
20-node brick elements with reduced integration. Comparing with 8-node brick 
elements, 20-node element is a quadratic element. A complete polynomial up to 
second order can be used. Thus stress concentrations at the surface of a structure are 
well captured, which provide more accurate simulation especially at the crack tip. 
Reduced integration is employed to address the shear locking of full integration and to 
increase computational efficiency. The out-of-plane displacement remains constrained 
for all nodes in the MBL model.  
The numerical procedure applies a IK  displacement field on the semi-circular 
circumference of the modified boundary layer model, as,   
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where R denotes the radius of the modified boundary layer model and aθ  defines 
anti-clockwise angle measured from the positive x-axis [see Fig. 3.1 (a)].  








Fig. 3.1: Typical finite element meshes for: (a) a half symmetric small-scale yielding model; 
and (b) a close-up view at the crack tip. 
No. of elements: 2200 elements















Fig. 3.2: Material properties for Euro-dataset material 22Ni-MoCr37: (a) uniaxial true stress-
true strain curves at different temperatures; and (b) variation of the material yield strength 
over the DBT region. 
Figure 3.2 (a) illustrates the uniaxial stress-strain relationships of the Euro 
material at four different temperatures. The stress-strain curves at 20 C− ° , 40 C− ° , 
60 C− °  and 91 C− °  follow the material properties reported in previous studies [42, 
121], while the stress-strain relationship at 110 C− °  remains unavailable and 
follows a parabolic extrapolation based on the true stress-strain data of the three other 
temperatures 20 C− ° , 40 C− ° and 91 C− °  at each strain level. Figure 3.2 (b) shows 
the variation of the yield stress with the temperature. The Young’s modulus of the 
material, E, equals 206 GPa, while the Poisson’s ratio remains fixed at 0.3 for all 
temperatures. 
3.3.2 C(T) and CVN Model 
Figures 3.3 (b) and (c) depict the quarter-symmetric models for a C(T) specimen 
and a CVN specimen both with the / 0.56a W = . The C(T) and CVN models contain 
14 and 16 layers of elements across the thickness, respectively. Similar to SSY 
models, all finite element models contain an initial root radius, 0R , to facilitate 
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numerical convergence at large loading. The calculation of the ( )g M  function over 
a wide range of M values requires multiple finite element models with different initial 
root radii (from 0.5 µm to 12.7 µm). The model utilizes 20-node brick elements and 
the nodes on the plane of symmetry remain constrained in the displacement degrees of 
freedom perpendicular to the corresponding symmetrical plane. Both the C(T) models 
and the CVN models experience displacement-controlled loading. The displacement-
controlled loads apply to all nodes through thickness at locations indicated in Fig. 3.3. 
The loading condition on the CVN specimens follows that in the test [65], which 
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Fig. 3.3: Typical finite element meshes for: (a) a quarter symmetric C(T) model; and (b) a 
quarter symmetric CVN model. 
3.3.3 Computation of Energy Release Rate, Weibull Stress and g(M) Function 
The calculation of the energy release rate employs the domain-integral approach 
[122], which computes a through-thickness average J-value. The calculation of the 
Weibull stress follows Eq. (2.15) for the SSY, C(T) and CVN models at different 
temperatures. As local unloading near the crack tip does not heal the material damage 
incurred in previous steps, the computation of Weibull stress incorporates the history 
effect, which prohibits the reduction in the Weibull stress.  
B/2 = 5
W = 10
No. of elements: 23000 - 30000 









Fig. 3.4: (a) Evolution of the Weibull stress with increasing loading at 40 C− °  for a 1T C(T) 
model and a 1T SSY model; and constraint correction ( )g M functions at 40 C− °  from: (b) 
a C(T) model with an initial root radius 0 5μmR = ; (c) a C(T) model with an initial root 
radius 0 5μmR = ; and (d) multiple C(T) models with different initial root radius. 
Figure 3.4 (a) compares the evolution of the Weibull stress with the increasing 
load for the 1T SSY model and the 1T C(T) model at 40 C− ° . Figure 3.4 (a) 
demonstrates an escalating constraint loss with the increasing applied load in the C(T) 
specimen, reflected by the rising difference in the wσ  values between the C(T) 
model and the SSY model. The Weibull stress for the C(T) specimen in Fig. 3.4 (a) 
anticipates a gradually decreasing ( )g M  function as the load increases. Figures 3.4 
(b) and (c) illustrate the ( )g M  variation with respect to the non-dimensional loading 
parameter M, calculated from models with different initial root radii. At a large M 
( 0 /b Jσ= ) value (or a small load level), the ( )g M  functions vary significantly 
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among models with different initial root radii. At a very small M value (or a very 
large load level), the FE analyses with a small initial root radius fail to converge under 
large loading level due to the highly distorted elements near the crack tip. The ( )g M  
function used in the calibration process [shown in Fig. 3.4 (d)] thus derives from a 
smooth connection of the ( )g M  values computed from multiple FE models with 
different initial root radii. 
3.4 Calibration Results 
This section validates the proposed simplified calibration procedure by 
comparing the calibrated Weibull parameters (m and minK ) values based on the 
proposed simplified procedure with those obtained from other calibration approach 
[42] for the Euro steel materials [1] at three different temperatures, 20 C− ° , 40 C− °
and 110 C− ° . Table 3.1 summarizes the specimen types, the 0K  values and the 
corresponding /r N  ratios for each set of specimens at different temperatures. All 
C(T) specimens listed in Table 3.1 remain geometrically similar, which implies a 
common ( )g M  function for the C(T) specimens tested at the same temperature. 





( C° ) 
/r N  ratio 
0K  
( )MPa m  
1T C(T) 25.4 -20 27/30 335 
2T C(T) 50.8 -20 30/30 257 
4T C(T) 101.6 -20 15/15 203 
0.5T C(T) 12.7 -40 18/30 251  
1T C(T) 25.4 -40 30/30 230 




2T C(T) 50.8 -40 30/30 181 
0.5T C(T) 12.7 -110 55/55 88 
0.4T CVN 10.2 -110 50/50 117 
3.4.1 Calibration Results at -20 ˚C 
Figure 3.5 (a) shows the rank probability of the original experimental toughness 
data for 1T and 2T C(T) specimens tested at 20 C− ° , together with the generated 
fictitious data using the 0K  values in Table 3.1. The experimental data for the 1T 
C(T) specimens at 20 C− °  contain 27 valid data, with 3 values descending below 
10limitM = . The fictitious data generated for 1T C(T) specimens in Fig. 3.5 (a) remain 
within the load 10limitM =  and adhere closely to the original experimental data. 
The calibration following the proposed procedure outlined in Section 3.2 leads to 
a Weibull modulus of 20m =  and a threshold toughness of 72MPa mminK = , as 
listed in Table 3.2. Figure 3.5 (b) displays that the normalized error function in Eq. 
(3.2) indicates a distinctive minimum value with respect to the variation of m. The 
normalized error refers to the ratio of the error calculated for an individual m value 
over the maximum error calculated for all trial m values. Figure 3.5 (c) compares the 
cumulative probability estimated by Eq. (2.16) using the calibrated m and minK   
values with both the experimental and the fictitious toughness data. The comparison 
in Fig. 3.5 (c) scales the fracture toughness data to a common 1T SSY reference 
condition based on Eq. (2.19) with the ( )g M  function based on the calibrated m 
value. The calibrated m and minK  values lead to close estimations of fP  for the 
Euro steels at 20 C− ° , as demonstrated in Fig. 3.5 (c).  





Fig. 3.5: (a) Comparison of the experimental fracture data with the fictitious fracture data; (b) 
variation of the normalized error with respect to m; and (c) comparison of the estimated 
cumulative probability with the experimental and fictitious data; at o20 C− . 
Table 3.2 summarizes the calibrated m and minK  values at 20 C− °  using 0K  
values determined from different sets of fracture toughness data. The calibrated m 
values based on the simplified calibration approach agrees closely with the m values 
obtained from a separate calibration effort in this study, which follow the detailed 
calibration procedure outlined in [42] at 20 C− ° . The calibrated minK  values in 
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m (MPa m)minK  m (MPa m)minK  
1T C(T) + 2T C(T) −20  20 48 20 72 
1T C(T) + 4T C(T) −20 20 80 20 72 
2T C(T) + 4T C(T) −20 20 80 20 56 
0.5T C(T) + 1T C(T) −40 21 43 21 56 
0.5T C(T) + 2T C(T) −40 19 52 22 64 
1T C(T) + 2T C(T) −40 18 55 19 48 
0.5T C(T) + 0.4T CVN −110 17 25 14 32 
3.4.2 Calibration Results at -40 ˚C 
The calibration procedure for 40 C− °  follows the same approach as that for 
20 C− ° . Figure 3.6 (a) compares the fictitious toughness data generated using the 0K  
values in Table 3.1 with the experimental toughness data. The 0.5T C(T) specimen 
dataset contains 12 invalid toughness data with M below 10, as shown in Table 3.1. 
Figure 3.6 (b) presents the normalized error with respect to the variation of the 
Weibull modulus m. The cumulative probability of fracture, estimated using the m and 
minK  calibrated from the simplified procedure, agrees closely with both the 
experimental and fictitious toughness data, as reflected in Fig. 3.6 (c). 





Fig. 3.6: (a) Comparison of the experimental fracture data with the fictitious fracture data; (b) 
variation of the normalized error with respect to m; and (c) comparison of the estimated 
cumulative probability with the experimental and fictitious data; at -40 ˚C. 
Similar to the calibration results at 20 C− ° , the calibrated m based on the 
simplified procedure agrees well with those obtained from the calibration following a 
previous procedure [42], while a slightly larger difference exists in the calibrated 
minK  values between the two approaches, as demonstrated in Table 3.2. Section 3.5 
examines the variation of minK  on the estimated probability of fracture. 
3.4.3 Calibration Results at -110 ˚C 
The calibration at 110 C− °  utilizes two sets of specimens with different 
geometric configurations, the C(T) specimen and the CVN specimen, as shown in 
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Table 3.1. Both sets of specimens do not contain any invalid toughness data with large 
prior plastic deformations. Figure 3.7 (a) compares the generated toughness data 
based on the 0K  value and the original experimental data. The experimental 
toughness data for 0.4T CVN specimens deviate slightly from the ideal Weibull 
probability model represented by the fictitious data. Figure 3.7 (b) illustrates the 
variation of the normalized error with respect to the m value. The proposed simplified 
procedure leads to a calibrated m value of 14 and a minK  value of 32 MPa m , 
while the calibration following the previous calibration procedure [42] indicates a m 
value of 17 with a minK  of 25 MPa m . Figure 3.7 (c) compares the estimated 
cumulative probability of fracture using Eq. (2.16) with the fracture toughness data 
scaled to a 1T SSY condition.  
 





Fig. 3.7: (a) Comparison of the experimental fracture data with the fictitious fracture data; (b) 
variation of the normalized error with respect to m; and (c) comparison of the estimated 
cumulative probability with the experimental and fictitious data; at -110 ˚C. 
The calibrated results in Table 3.2 reflect a clear trend of the m and minK  values 
with respect to the change in temperature. The threshold fracture toughness 
demonstrates an apparent increase with the rising temperature, as shown in Table 3.2, 
which implies that the minimum energy to initiate cleavage increases as the 
temperature increases. In contrast, the Weibull modulus m, exhibits significantly less 
sensitivity to the variation in temperature, which aligns with the fundamental 
assumption in the Weibull stress model that Weibull modulus m is a function of the 
microcrack size distribution in the material and do not vary with temperature. 
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3.5 Discussion on Key Parameters 
3.5.1 Determination of Valid Data Criterion 
The calibration of the Weibull stress model excludes the toughness data from 
specimens with extensive prior plastic deformations, through an assumed non-
dimensional loading parameter, limitM . The fictitious data generated in the simplified 
procedure allows optimizing the limitM  value. These generated data follow strictly 
the global Weibull model in Eq. (2.1). A correct limitM  value should correspond to a 
load level, beyond which the generated toughness data deviate significantly from the 
experimentally measured data. This criterion leads to the following steps to determine 
the limitM  value, 
1. Rank a set of fracture toughness values ( ( )Jc iK ) from a total of N specimens 
2. For each trial value of r (the number of valid data), calculate 0K  by Eq. (2.2) 
with 20MPa mminK =  as recommended in ASTM E-1921 [41], and generate the 
fictitious toughness data ( )
fic
Jc iK . As the minimum number of specimens required to 
determine 0K  remains six in ASTM E-1921 [41], the trial values of r range from six 
to N. 
3. Calculate the average error between test data and generated data for all the 
trial values of r as,  
( ) ( )
1
1 r fic










4. The limitM  value corresponds to the r-th toughness value, which leads to a 
local minimum before the average error between the fictitious and the experimental 




toughness data increases steeply.  
The validation of the above procedure to determine limitM  utilizes two sets of 
Euro steel toughness data, 1T C(T) and 0.5T C(T) specimens tested at 40 C− ° . 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the variation of the average error (normalized by the maximum 
error among all trial r values) with respect to the r value for 1T and 0.5T C(T) 
specimens. For 1T C(T) specimens, the normalized error reaches a minimum value 
when r equals N, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). The M value calculated from the 
corresponding JcK  equals about 24. This implies that the true limitM  value for 1T 
C(T) specimens remains smaller than 24. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that an r value of 
30, which includes all experimental toughness data, leads to the closest agreement 
between the experimental data and the fictitious data among four selected r values. 
For 0.5T C(T) dataset at 40 C− ° , the normalized average error reaches a minimum 
value as r approaches 17. The limitM  calculated from the corresponding JcK  value 
equals 10.6. This r value with an 10.6limitM =  leads to the closest match between the 
experimental toughness data and the fictitious data, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.10. 
 
Fig. 3.8: Average error between the experimental and fictitious datasets at -40˚C for: (a) 1T 
C(T) specimens; and (b) 0.5T C(T) specimens. 
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Fig. 3.9: Comparison between the experimental and fictitious toughness datasets for 1T C(T) 
specimens at -40˚C: (a) 10r = ; (b) 17r = ; (c) 24r = ; and (d) 30r = . 
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison between the experimental and fictitious toughness datasets for 0.5T 
C(T) specimens at -40˚C: (a) 10r = ; (b) 17r = ; (c) 24r = ; and (d) 30r = . 
3.5.2 Sensitivity of Weibull Fitting Parameter and Threshold Fracture Toughness 
The proposed calibration procedure depends significantly on the accuracy of the 
0K  values used. The generation of the fictitious toughness dataset utilizes a fixed 
minK  value of 20 MPa m . This section examines the sensitivity of the 0K  and 
minK  values in the calibration results and consequently on the estimation of the 
cumulative probability of fracture. 
Figure 3.11 (a) illustrates the sensitivity of 0K  magnitude in generating the 
fictitious data, exemplified by 1T C(T) specimens at 40 C− ° . The experimentally 
measured 0K  value at 40 C− °  equals 230 MPa m . The fictitious toughness data 
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generated using five values of 0K  ranging from 00.9K  to 01.1K  with a fixed 
minK  value of 20 MPa m  exhibit significant variations, as shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). 
In the calibration procedure to assess the 0K  variation for 1T C(T) specimens, the 
fictitious toughness data for the 0.5T C(T) specimens follow a fixed 0K  value 
( 251 MPa m  in Table 3.1). The calibration procedure based on different 0K  value 
leads to noticeable differences in the calibrated m and minK  values, as shown in 
Table 3.3. These different m and minK  values, however, do not translate into 
significant differences in fP  estimation when compared with experimental data 
scaled to 1T SSY condition, as shown in Figs. 3.11 (b)-(d). 
 
Fig. 3.11: (a) Effect of 0K  on the generated fictitious data for 1T C(T) specimens at 
o40 C− ; comparison of the estimated fP  with the fictitious data for 0.5T C(T) data with 
0 251 MPa mK =  combined with: (b) 1T C(T) data with 
1T
00.95K ; (c) 1T C(T) data with 
1T
0K ; and (d) 1T C(T) data with 
1T
01.05K . 
( )1 MPa mTJcK ( )1 MPa mTJcK
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Table 3.3: Effect of 0K  on the calibration results ( 20 MPa mminK = ) for 1T C(T) and 
0.5T C(T) of Euro steels at o40 C− . 
0.5T C(T) + 1T 





































m 13 15 21 29 30 
minK   
( MPa m ) 
80 80 56 40 21 
 
Figure 3.12 (a) illustrates the insignificant effect of the minK  value in generating 
the fictitious dataset, exemplified again by the 1T C(T) specimens at 40 C− ° , for 
minK  values ranging from 0 to 40 MPa m . The fictitious fracture toughness data 
utilize the 0K  value of 230 MPa m  for the 1T C(T) specimens and a 0K  value 
of  251 MPa m  for 0.5T C(T) specimens. Table 3.4 lists the calibrated m and 
minK  values for the different minK  assumed in generating the fictitious fracture 
toughness data. The calibrated m value remains insensitive to the minK  value 
assumed, while the calibrated minK  values indicate noticeable differences in the 
magnitude. However, the different minK  values do not lead to significant differences 
in the estimated cumulative probability of fracture, as reflected in Figs. 3.12 (b)-(d). 





Fig. 3.12: (a) Effect of minK  on the generated fictitious data for 1T C(T) specimens at 
40 C− ° ; comparison of the estimated fP  with the fictitious data for 0.5T C(T) data with 
0 251 MPa mK =  combined with 1T C(T) data with 0 230 MPa mK = : (b) 
0 MPa mminK = ; (c) 20 MPa mminK = ; and (d) 40 MPa mminK = . 
Table 3.4 : Effect of minK  on the calibration results ( 0K  remains fixed for all cases) for 1T 
C(T) and 0.5T C(T) of Euro steels at o40 C− . 
0.5T C(T) + 1T 
C(T) at o40 C−  
0minK =  
MPa m
10minK =  
MPa m
20minK =  
MPa m
30minK =  
MPa m
40minK =  
m 21 21 21 19 19 
minK ( MPa m ) 42 49 56 80 80 
 
3.6 Conclusion Remarks 
This chapter proposes a simplified calibration procedure for the three-parameter 
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Weibull stress model in estimating the cumulative probability of cleavage fracture. 
The proposed procedure replaces two sets of experimental fracture toughness data 
required in the previous calibration by two discrete 0K  values. The validation of the 
proposed calibration method utilizes the extensive fracture toughness data generated 
in the European Union project [1]. Coupling with the master curve concept, this 
simplified calibration approach enables quick determination of the Weibull 
parameters over the ductile-to-brittle transition regime, if two 0K  expressions 
corresponding to two different crack-front constraint conditions become available. 
The numerical investigation examines an approach to determine the limitM  value for 
the experimental dataset to exclude the toughness data inflicted by large plastic 
deformations prior to the cleavage failure. The work presented above supports the 
following conclusions:  
(1) The Weibull parameters m and minK  values calibrated based on the 
simplified approach remain in similar magnitudes as those obtained from the existing 
calibration method [42], as validated against the Euro steel materials for three 
different temperatures 20 C− ° , 40 C− °  and 110 C− ° . With the Weibull scale 
parameter uσ  anchoring on the temperature dependent 0K  value, the proposed 
calibration procedure presents an approach which calibrates the m and minK  values 
indirectly also from the 0K  values. As indicated by the normalized calibration error 
for Eq. (3.2), the calibration error indicates a distinctive minimum value with respect 
to the variation of m values, which implies the uniqueness in the calibrated m value.  
(2) The calibration results at the three different temperatures confirm the 




temperature dependence of the minK  value, which requires an increasing energy to 
trigger cleavage failure in the material. The Weibull modulus, m, in contrast remains 
relatively less insensitive to the test temperature, as the m value characterizes the size 
distribution of the micro-cracks in the material, which should not vary significantly at 
different temperatures. 
(3) The proposed procedure provides a method to determine the limitM  value by 
measuring the average error between the generated toughness data and the 
experimentally measured data. The limitM  value corresponds to a local minimum in 
the average error function prior to a steep rise in the magnitude. The steep rise in the 
error function implies that the experimental toughness data deviate significantly from 
the ideal Weibull probability model, caused by the large plastic deformations in the 
specimen. 
(4) The calibrated m and minK  values exhibit strong dependence on the 0K
value in generating the fracture toughness datasets. The choice of minK  values in 
generating the fictitious data does not create strong variations in the calibrated m 















CHAPTER 4  CLEAVAGE FRACTURE ASSESSMENT 
FOR THROUGH-THICKNESS SPECIMENS VIA 
WEIBULL STRESS FRAMEWORK 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to estimate the cumulative fracture probability for standard 
through-thickness specimens. Through-thickness cracks occur commonly on thin 
plates and components on offshore structures. Through-thickness specimens with 
straight crack front have regular distribution of local crack driving force along crack 
fronts, which related to specimen thickness. Existing testing standards [99, 100] 
therefore adopt through-thick specimens to study the fracture toughness of a material, 
and provide detailed requirements on specimen geometries. This chapter estimates the 
cumulative fracture probability for standard through-thickness specimens in existing 
standards [99, 100] on S690 and S550 high-strength steels. The study on fracture 
probability of both materials further validates the simplified method introduced in 
Chapter 3, and lays foundations for the study on curved crack front.  
This chapter starts with a description on the experimental program including 
through-thickness specimens in two different materials. The subsequent section 
discusses the experimental results and the details of the numerical analyses. The 
following section calibrates the Weibull material parameters based on the fracture 
toughness from the through-thickness specimens and validates the simplified 
calibration method of Weibull parameters in Chapter 3. The last section summarizes 




the conclusions drawn from this study. 
4.2 Experimental Programs 
4.2.1 Specimens 
The experimental program consists of two types of materials, S690 and S550 
high-strength steel. For each material, the fabrication of all specimens adheres to the 
same material orientation in the same source plate. Table 4.1 lists the chemical 
composition of both materials. Table 4.2 shows the mechanical properties of the S690 
steel measured from the uniaxial tension tests of the coupon specimens [shown in Fig. 
4.1 (a)] at three different temperatures, 28 C° , 30 C− °  and 60 C− ° . Table 4.3 
presents the mechanical properties of the S550 steel measured from the uniaxial 
tension tests of the coupon specimens in Fig. 4.1 (b) at four different temperatures, 
28 C° , 30 C− ° , 60 C− °  and 90 C− ° . Figure 4.2 displays the true stress-













Fig. 4.1: Dimensions of the uniaxial tension specimen (in mm) for: (a) S690 steel; and (b) 
S550 steel. 
 
Fig. 4.2: True stress-logarithmic strain curves measured at different temperatures of: (a) S690 
steel; and (b) S550 steel. 
Table 4.1: Weight percentage for chemical compositions of S690 and S550 steels. 
Weight 
(%) 
Fe C Si Mn P S Cu Cr Ni Mo 
S690 96.8 0.150 0.290 1.490 0.014 0.001 0.020 0.670 0.110 0.260 





































Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of S690 steel. 
Temperature (ºC) 28 -30 -60 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 206 206 206 
Yield strength (MPa) 810 853 952 
Ultimate strength (MPa) 866 869 983 
Table 4.3: Mechanical properties of S550 steel. 
Temperature (ºC) 28 -30 -60 -90 
Young’s modulus (GPa) 209 209 210 210 
Yield strength (MPa) 640 670 686 715 
Ultimate strength (MPa) 734 761 783 810 
Table 4.4 summarizes the experimental program for all through-thickness 
specimens. The S690 through-thickness fracture specimens consist of three different 
sets of specimens, the 0.5T (12.5 mm thick) single-edge notched bend, SE(B) 
specimen, the 0.4T (10 mm thick) compact tension, C(T) specimen, and the 0.8T (20 
mm thick) C(T) specimen. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present the detailed dimensions of the 
plane-sided SE(B) and C(T) specimens of S690 steel, respectively. The S550 through-
thickness fracture specimens consist of 1T (25 mm thick) and 2T (50 mm thick) 
single-edge notched bend [SE(B)] specimen, with both size tested at 60 C− °  and 
90 C− ° , respectively. All the S550 SE(B) specimens contain side grooves on both 
free surfaces at the crack plane, which has a depth of 10 % specimen thickness for 
both side grooves. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the detailed dimensions and loading 
set-ups of the plane-sided 1T and 2T SE(B) specimens, respectively. 
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Fig. 4.3: Dimensions of the 0.5T SE(B) specimen (in mm). 
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Fig. 4.5: Dimensions of the 1T SE(B) specimen (in mm). 
 















































4.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
4.2.2.1 Test Set-Up and Equipment 
The fatigue pre-cracking and low temperature cleavage fracture sections of the 
experimental program employ the 100-ton universal testing machine [MTS1000 
shown in Fig. 4.7 (a)] in the structural laboratory at the Department of Civil and 
Environmental Engineering at National University of Singapore. The MTS1000 has a 
maximum load capacity of 1000 kN, with a maximum loading frequency of 100 Hz. 
The temperature control during the experimental procedure deploys an environmental 
chamber [shown in Fig. 4.7 (b)], which utilizes liquid nitrogen as the temperature 





Fig. 4.7: (a) The MTS universal testing machine; and (b) the MTS environmental chamber. 
The experimental procedure monitors the crack-mouth opening displacement 
(CMOD) through a crack opening gauge [shown in Fig. 4.8 (a)] for the fracture 
specimens. For coupon specimens subjected to uniaxial tension, the extensometer 
shown in Fig. 4.8 (b) measures the elongation and the strain levels over its gauge 
length within the specimen. Both the COD gauge and the extensometer were 




calibrated under the low-temperature conditions prior to the fracture test. The 
experimental procedure monitors the temperature during the test through three 
thermos-couples, one attached to the crack tip and the other two at selected locations 
within the environmental chamber [see Fig. 4.8 (c)]. A manager software controls the 
whole experimental procedures and records target parameters, e.g., loading force, 









Fig. 4.8: (a) Crack-mouth opening gauge; (b) extensometer; (c) thermocouple; and (d) control 
software. 
4.2.2.2 Fatigue Precracking 
The fatigue pre-cracking test applies a cyclic load with a small amplitude to 




generate a short and sharp fatigue crack ahead of the machined notch. All the fatigue 
pre-cracking tests are performed in an ambient temperature of 28 C° . The maximum 
fatigue load ( maxP ) for standard single-edge-bending [SE(B)] fracture specimens 
depends on the yield strength of the specimens as follows,  






σ=  (4.1) 
where B denotes the specimen thickness, 0b  measures the length of the initial 
remaining ligament, 0σ  stands for the initial crack length, and S refers to the 
distance between the two supports.  
The maximum fatigue load ( maxP ) for standard compact tension [C(T)] fracture 
specimens depends on the yield strength of the specimens as follows,  












where B denotes the specimen thickness, 0b  measures the length of the initial 
remaining ligament, 0σ  stands for the initial crack length, W refers to the width of 
the specimen, and 0a  is the initial crack depth. 
The minimum fatigue load ( minP ) equals 3 kN or 10% of maximum force, 
whichever is larger, to ensure the smooth operation of the actuator under a relatively 
large frequency. The applied ranges of IK  values for all the through-thickness 
specimens are listed in Table 4.4.  
In this study, the target fatigue crack growth is 3 mm for the three types of S690 
specimens and 1T SE(B) specimen of S550 steel, and 5 mm for 2T SE(B) specimen of 




S550 steel. The compliance-based method in ASTM E-1820 [99] calculates the 
fatigue crack growth by the corresponding change of CMOD values. The test program 
terminates the fatigue loading when CMOD amplitude reaches the target value. 
4.2.2.3 Low Temperature Fracture Test 
The low-temperature fracture test starts with reducing the temperature in the 
environmental chamber to the desired value in Table 4.4 by filling the chamber with 
the liquid nitrogen. Once the temperature reflected by the thermocouple reaches the 
desired value, the specimen will remain in the chamber for 15 ~ 30 minutes for 
steady-state temperature distribution over the entire specimen. The monotonic fracture 
test deploys displacement-control loading and starts with a load rate of 0.1 
mm/minute. The fracture tests including unload-reload cycles to monitor the 
compliance of the specimen at an interval of 0.5 mm CMOD increment. The manager 
software records the loading displacement, CMOD value and reactions at loading 
point 10 times per second. The loading rate increases to 0.3 mm/minute after yielding 
of the material. Three thermos-couples detect the temperature in the chamber through 
the test. The nitrogen input is adjusted accordingly to ensure that the test temperature 
is within ±1 ˚C of the target value. The experimental procedure proceeds until fracture 








4.3 Experimental Results 
4.3.1 Fracture Toughness 
The experimental procedure records the loading displacement, CMOD value and 
reaction at loading point 10 times per second. Figure 4.9 shows the typical load versus 
CMOD relationship for three types of S690 through-thickness specimens. Figure 4.10 
displays the reaction vs. CMOD relations for standard SE(B) specimens of S550 steel 
shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 tested at 60 C− °  and 90 C− ° . Specimens tested at 
90 C− °  have a stronger resistance than those tested at 60 C− °  due to the increase of 
material yield strength. 
 
Fig. 4.9: Load-CMOD relationships measured from the tests for selected specimens: (a) 0.5T 
SE(B); (b) 0.4T C(T); and (c) 0.8T C(T). 


































































Fig. 4.10: Load-CMOD relationships measured from the tests for selected specimens: (a) 1T 
SE(B) tested at -60 ˚C; (b) 1T SE(B) tested at -90 ˚C; (c) 2T SE(B) tested at -60 ˚C; and (d) 
2T SE(B) tested at -90 ˚C. 
This study follows the procedure outlined in ASTM E-1820 [99] to calculate the 
fracture toughness for the through-thickness SE(B) and C(T) specimens, based on the 
experimentally measured load versus CMOD responses. The total energy release rate 










The elastic component [the first term in Eq. (4.3)] derives from the IK  versus 
the fracture load relationship for different fracture specimens as prescribed in ASTM 
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(4.4) 
where B refers to the specimen thickness, NB  represents the net thickness of the 
specimen with a side groove, W denotes the height of the specimen, S measures the 
distance between the two roller supports in a SE(B) specimen. The geometric function, 
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(4.5) 
 For C(T) specimen, the linear-elastic stress-intensity factor, IK , follows: 
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where B refers to the specimen thickness, NB  represents the net thickness of the 
specimen with a side groove, W denotes the height of the specimen, S measures the 
distance between the two roller supports in a C(T) specimen. The geometric function, 
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The plastic component [the second term in Eq. (4.3)] follows the energy-based η-
approach, originally proposed by Rice et al. [123],    














where plA  refers to the area under the load versus the plastic CMOD curve, B 
defines the specimen thickness and 0b  denotes the initial remaining ligament. The 
non-dimensional parameter plη  depends on the specimen geometry and the crack 
depth ratio 0 /a W , as defined in ASTM E-1820 [99]. 
Based on the measured value of J in Eq. (4.3), the fracture toughness at the 
cleavage fracture failure becomes,  








Figure 4.11 compares the fracture toughness values calculated based on the 
above procedure for the four sets of fracture specimens tested in this study. The rank 
probability shown in Fig. 4.11 corresponds to,   









where i denotes the rank number and N indicates the total number of specimens in 
each set of tests. Figure 4.11 also compares the probability of fracture estimated from 
the global Weibull model in Eq. (2.1), with 0K  value for each set of specimen 
derived from Eq. (2.2). 





Fig. 4.11: Rank probability of the fracture toughness data for: (a) 0.5T SE(B); (b) 0.4T and 
0.8T C(T); and (c) 0.7T SC(B); together with the global probability estimation. 
A number of fracture specimens experience severe plastic deformations prior to 
the fracture failure. This leads to the observed deviation between the global Weibull 
probability model in Eq. (2.1), and the experimental data, as reflected in Fig. 4.11. 
The current study therefore employs a non-dimensional loading parameter, limitM , 
defined in Eq. (2.4), to exclude the test data with extensive plastic deformations prior 
to fracture. The determination of limitM  in this study follows the procedure 
introduced by Qian and Chen [43] based on a criterion that a correct limitM  value 
should correspond to a load level, beyond which the toughness data deviate 
significantly from the Weibull global framework. This procedure leads to a limitM  
value of 20 for 0.5T SE(B) specimens and a limitM  value of 40 for 0.4T and 0.8T 
(a)
(c)
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C(T) specimens.  
Figure 4.12 plots the fracture toughness of the four SE(B) sets of S550 steel 
against global fracture probability in Eq. (2.1). All the fracture toughness values of 
S550 specimens are valid data with no exclusion by limitM . The global fracture 
probability model does not have a close estimation for most cases of S550 through-
thickness specimens, which requires the study on local Weibull stress framework.  
 
Fig. 4.12: Rank probability of the fracture toughness data for: (a) 1T SE(B) specimens tested 
at -60 ˚C; (b) 1T SE(B) specimens tested at -90 ˚C; (c) 2T SE(B) specimens tested at -60 ˚C 
and (d) 2T SE(B) specimens tested at -90 ˚C; together with the global probability estimation. 
4.3.2 Crack Initiation Location 
The post-test fracture surface examination utilizes an optical microscope to 
confirm the amount of fatigue pre-cracking experienced by the machine-notched 
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crack front and to reveal approximately the initiation location of the cleavage fracture. 
The latter, being subsequently examined under a scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
remains essential for surface-cracked specimens to facilitate subsequent numerical 
analyses.  
Figures 4.13 to 4.15 illustrate the images of the fracture surfaces taken under an 
optical microscope and a SEM for typical 0.5T SE(B), 0.4T C(T) and 0.8T C(T) 
specimens of S690 steel, respectively. The concentration of the river pattern visible on 
the microscopic images in Fig. 4.13 (a), Fig. 4.14 (a) and Fig. 4.15 (a) indicate the 
approximate location of the cleavage fracture initiation. For thin specimens [0.5T 
SE(B) and 0.4T C(T)], the cleavage fracture initiates near the mid-thickness of the 
specimen. For thicker specimens [0.8T C(T)], cleavage fracture may initiate at two 
different locations on both sides of the mid-thickness, as shown in Fig. 4.15 (a). None 
of the fracture surfaces for the through-thickness specimens exhibits visible dimples 
under the SEM, as evidenced in Fig. 4.13 (b), Fig. 4.14 (b) and Fig. 4.15 (b). The 
images taken under the SEM indicate, instead, typical features for cleavage fracture, 
including feather markings, cleavage steps and tongues, twist boundaries [124] etc. 
These SEM images confirm the cleavage fracture mechanism in the specimens.  








Fig. 4.13: The fracture surface of selected 0.5T SE(B) specimen of S690 steel under an: (a) 
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Fig. 4.14: The fracture surface of selected 0.4T C(T) specimen of S690 steel under an: (a) 
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Fig. 4.15: The fracture surface of selected 0.8T C(T) specimen of S690 steel under an: (a) 
optical microscope (6.3X); and (b) scanning electron microscope (1200X). 
Figure 4.16 showcases the microscopic images of the fracture surface of S550 1T 
SE(B) specimens tested at 60 C− ° . The cleavage fracture initiates directly near the 
mid-thickness of the specimen with one or two crack initiation sites. All the crack 
initiation sites locate within a distance ranging from 4%-42% of the half specimen 
thickness, measured from the mid-thickness of the specimen. As the material achieves 
larger ductility at 60 C− °  than at 90 C− ° , most 1T SE(B) specimens in this set 
observe visible ductile crack extension, shown in Figs. 4.16 (a) and (c).  
Crack initiation location
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Fig. 4.16: The fracture surface of selected 1T SE(B) specimens S550 steel tested at 60 C− °  
under an optical microscope (6.3X). 
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Fig. 4.17: The fracture surface of selected 1T SE(B) specimens of S550 steel tested at 
90 C− °  under an optical microscope (6.3X). 
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Figure 4.17 presents the microscopic images of the fracture surfaces in 1T SE(B) 
specimens tested at 90 C− ° . As the material exhibits more brittleness, the prior 
ductile crack extension reduces significantly at 90 C− ° . Figure 4.17 (a) shows a 
small amount of ductile tearing prior to cleavage fracture, while Figs. 4.17 (b) and (c) 
observe no prior ductile extension. The cleavage fracture initiates directly from the 
middle of the fatigue crack front. The river pattern initiating at the deepest point of the 
fatigue crack front confirms the cleavage fracture initiation site. Identified through 
microscopic measurements, all the crack initiation sites locate within a distance of 
4%-42% of the half specimen thickness from the mid-thickness of the specimen. 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 present the microscopic images of the fracture surface in 
selected 2T SE(B) specimens tested at 60 C− °  and 90 C− ° , respectively. Similar to 
1T SE(B) specimens, the cleavage fracture initiates primarily near the mid-thickness 
of the specimen. The river pattern initiating at the deepest point of the fatigue crack 
front confirms the cleavage fracture initiation site in Fig. 4.19. However, specimens 
tested at 60 C− °  display some ductile tearing prior to the cleavage fracture, shown 
in Fig. 4.18. All crack initiation sites locate within a distance of 2%-60% of the half 
specimen thickness from the mid-thickness of the specimen for 2T SE(B) specimens 
tested at 60 C− ° . For 2T SE(B) specimens tested at 90 C− ° , all crack initiation sites 
locate within a distance of 2%-42% of the half specimen thickness from the mid-
thickness of the specimen. 





Fig. 4.18: The fracture surface of selected 2T SE(B) specimen of S550 steel tested at 60 C− °  
under an optical microscope (6.3X). 
 
Fig. 4.19: The fracture surface of selected 2T SE(B) specimen of S550 steel tested at 90 C− °  
under an optical microscope (6.3X). 
4.4 Finite Element Procedure 
The local fracture probability estimation, described in Section 2.2.2, requires 
Weibull stress calculations from detailed finite element models. The calibration of the 
Weibull material parameters [42] necessitates the Weibull stress calculation from a 
plane-strain, small-scale yielding condition. Figure 4.20 shows a half-symmetric, 
modified boundary layer (MBL) model with one layer of elements across the 
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of freedom in the out-of-plane z direction to simulate a plane strain condition. Figures 
4.21 (a) and (b) depict the quarter-symmetric models for the S690 SE(B) specimen 
with 0 / 0.32a W =  and the S690 C(T) specimen with 0 / 0.67a W = . Both the SE(B) 
and C(T) models contain 12 layers of elements across the thickness, with gradually 
decreasing element sizes in the thickness direction towards the free surface. The 
smallest element size measured along the thickness direction equals 1.5 µm. The 
quarter-symmetric model for S550 SE(B) specimen with 0 / 0.624a W =  in Fig. 4.21 
(c) contains 12 layers of elements across the thickness, among which two of the layers 
present side-grooved notch and the other ten layers have gradually decreasing element 
sizes in the thickness direction towards the free surface. The smallest element size 
measured along the thickness direction equals 1.5 µm.  
The FE models shown in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 utilize 20-node brick elements with 
reduced integration. The nodes on the plane of symmetry remain constrained in the 
displacement degree of freedom perpendicular to the corresponding plane. All FE 
models include an initial root radius or an initial keyhole radius to facilitate numerical 
convergence at large deformations, as shown in Fig. 4.20 (b). The calculation of the
( )g M  function in Eq. (2.18) over a wide loading range requires multiple finite 
element models with different initial root radii (from 0.5 µm to 6 µm in this study) to 
deliver accurate near-tip stress solutions and to preclude the numerical divergence 
over different applied load ranges. 








Fig. 4.20: Typical finite element meshes for: (a) a half symmetric small-scale yielding model; 
and (b) a close-up view at the crack tip. 
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Fig. 4.21: Typical finite element meshes for: (a) a quarter-symmetric S690 SE(B) model; (b) a 
quarter-symmetric S690 C(T) model; and (c) a quarter-symmetric S550 SE(B) model. 
We have confirmed the adequacy of all the mesh size through an independent 
mesh sensitivity study on the Weibull stress calculations, which presents the local 
stress fields near the crack-tip. Figure 4.22 displays the mesh size study of 0.8T C(T) 
specimens of S690 steel. When the nodes number exceeds 50000, the values of 
Weibull stress converge, which proves the adequacy of model mesh size. 
 
Fig. 4.22: Mesh size study on the Weibull stress of 0.8T C(T) specimens of S690 steel. 
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The numerical procedure applies a displacement-controlled load on all FE 
models. For the modified boundary layer model, the applied displacement along the 
circumference of the semi-circle follows Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). For the 3D FE models, 
i.e., SE(B) and C(T), the displacement-controlled loads apply to all nodes across the 
thickness at locations indicated in Fig. 4.21.  
The material properties follow the uniaxial true stress-strain curves derived from 
the measured stress-strain relationship from coupon specimens. The stress-strain 
response follows a standard Mises constitutive model including the effects of large 
displacements and finite strains. For initial parametric studies, the uniaxial, stress-
strain relationship has a linear region, followed by a power-law hardening region, 
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(4.11) 
where 0σ , 0ε  and n denote the yield stress, yield strain and strain hardening 
exponent, respectively. The Young’s modulus of the material, E, equals 206 GPa for 
S690 steel and 210 GPa for S550 steel, with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 for both materials. 
The numerical analysis follows the large-deformation algorithm implemented in 
the open source, finite element research code WARP3D [118]. The computation of 
the energy release rate employs the domain-integral approach [122] to calculate a 
through-thickness average J-value for the SE(B) and C(T) specimens. Figure 4.23 (a) 
compares the evolution of J-values with respect to an increasing CMOD for three 
different through-thickness fracture specimens of S690 steel, 0.5T SE(B), 0.4T and 
0.8T C(T), respectively. Figure 4.23 (b) compares the evolution of J-values with 




respect to an increasing CMOD for four different through-thickness fracture 
specimens of S550 steel, 1T and 2T SE(B) specimen tested at 60 C− °  and 90 C− ° , 
respectively.  
 
Fig. 4.23: Finite element analysis results for: (a) J vs. CMOD for through-thickness 
specimens; (b) normalized J values at different locations along the crack front in surface-
cracked specimens; (c) Weibull stress vs. J for through-thickness specimens; and (d) 
normalized Weibull stress at different locations along the crack front in surface-cracked 
specimens. 
The calculation of the history-dependent Weibull stress adopts the same 
approach as the previous investigations [42, 43]. Figure 4.23 (c) compares the 
evolution of the Weibull stress with the increasing load for the 1T SSY model and 
three types of S690 through-thickness specimens. Figure 4.23 (d) compares the 
evolution of the Weibull stress with the increasing load for the 1T SSY model and 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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two types of S550 through-thickness specimens at 90 C− ° . The increasing 
differences between the Weibull stress for the SSY model and the wσ  value for the 
fracture specimens reflect the growing constraint loss caused by plastic deformations 
around the crack tip, as the load increases.  
4.5 Cleavage Fracture Probability Estimation 
4.5.1 S690 Through-Thickness Specimens 
The fracture toughness values measured from the through-thickness specimens 
provide the essential data to calibrate and validate the material parameters in the 
Weibull stress model. For the three-parameter Weibull stress model in Eq. (2.16), the 
Weibull scale parameter, uσ , depends on the global 0K  value, following the 
temperature dependence prescribed by the Master Curve [54]. The calibration of the 
three-parameter Weibull stress model thus focuses on the two remaining parameters, 
m and minK . The Weibull modulus m depends on the microcrack size distribution in 
the material, which leads to the scatter in the measured global toughness values. The 
Weibull modulus m is thus a material constant independent of the specimen geometry 
and dimensions. Gao et al. [48] and Ruggieri et al. [63] have advocated the use of two 
sets of fracture specimens with contrast differences in the crack-front constraints to 
resolve the uniqueness issue in determining the two Weibull parameters from an 
otherwise single set of specimens. Wasiluk et al. [42] have introduced a rigorous 
calibration procedure involving two sets of experimental specimens and validated 
their approach for the Euro steel data at various temperatures [1]. This study follows a 




similar procedure as described by Wasiluk et al. [42], by using the 0.8T C(T) 
specimens as the high-constraint specimen set and the 0.4T C(T) specimens as the 
low-constraint set. The third set of specimens, i.e., the 0.5T SE(B) specimens, 
provides an independent set of test data to validate the calibrated Weibull material 
parameters. The following procedure summarizes the detailed steps in calibrating the 
m and minK  values, 
(1) Perform elastic-plastic, large-deformation finite element analyses as 
described in Section 4.4 for the plane-strain reference configuration, 1T SSY model, 
and two test specimen geometries with markedly different crack-front constraints, 
namely the high constraint (HC) data set and low constraint (LC) data set. 
(2) Calculate the Weibull stress in Eq. (2.15) for every trial value of m based on 
the stress and displacement fields for all three models, i.e., 1T plane-strain SSY model, 
HC model and LC model, throughout the loading history.  
(3) Compute the w Jσ −  evolution for the HC and LC specimens and that for 
the 1T SSY plane-strain model. Determine the constraint correction g(M) function by 
comparing Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) for each trial value of m. 
(4) Scale the HC and LC toughness values to the 1T SSY reference condition 
using Eq. (2.19) for every trial value of m and minK . This yields two sets of toughness 
values denoted as 1THC SSYJcK
−  and 1TLC SSYJcK
− . 
(5) For all trial pairs of m and minK , compute an error function as shown in Eq. 
(3.2). The calibrated set of m and minK  values shall correspond to the smallest error 




magnitude in Eq. (3.2). 
The calibration of the S690 steels at 60 C− °  covers a range of m values from 4 
to 30, and a minK  range from 1 MPa m  to 80 MPa m . The calibration, with the 
0.8T C(T) specimen as the high constraint set and the 0.4T C(T) specimen as the low 
constraint set, leads to an m value of 14 and a minK  value of 50 MPa m . Figure 
4.24 (a) shows the variation of the normalized error, i.e., the calculated error for a 
given m value divided by the maximum error among all m values. Figure 4.24 (b) 
compares the cumulative probability of fracture estimated by Eq. (2.16) using the 
calibrated m and minK  values with both sets of fracture toughness values scaled to 
the 1T SSY condition. Figure 4.24 (c) plots the same figure as Fig. 4.24 (b) with other 
m and minK  values to illustrate the errors with non-calibrated Weibull parameters. It 
is shown that with the selected m, the average errors between the fracture probability 
curve and the scaled fracture toughness are within 3% of the median fracture 
toughness, while with other m values, this error can reach as high as 40% of the 
median fracture toughness. Figure 4.24 (d) confirms the calibrated m and minK  
values by the close agreement in the estimated probability of fracture using Eq. (2.16) 
and an independent set of fracture tests on 0.5T SE(B) specimens at 60 C− ° . 





Fig. 4.24: (a) Variation of the normalized error with respect to m; (b) estimation of fP  by the 
Weibull stress model using the calibrated m and minK  values for 0.8T and 0.4T C(T) 
specimens; (c) estimation of fP  by the Weibull stress model using the other m and minK  
values to illustrate errors of using non-calibrated values; and (d) estimation of fP  by the 
Weibull stress model using the calibrated m and minK  values for 0.5T SE(B). 
The fracture toughness values of S690 through-thickness specimens also further 
validate the simplified method introduced in Chapter 3. Figure 4.25 (a) shows the 
rank probability of the original experimental toughness data for 0.8T and 0.4T C(T) 
specimens of S690 steel, together with the generated fictitious data using the 0K  
from both sets [ 0 147.36 MPa mK = for 0.8T C(T) and 0 219.72 MPa mK = for 
0.4T C(T) specimens].  
The calibration following the proposed procedure outlined in Section 3.2 leads to 
a Weibull modulus of 14m =  and a threshold toughness of 72 MPa mminK = . 




























































































Table 4.5 compares the calibrated Weibull parameters from direct calibration and the 
simplified method. Figure 4.25 (b) displays that the normalized error function in Eq. 
(4.12) indicates a distinctive minimum value with respect to the variation of m. The 
normalized error refers to the ratio of the error calculated for an individual m value 
over the maximum error calculated for all trial m values. Figure 4.25 (c) compares the 
cumulative probability estimated by Eq. (2.16) using the calibrated m and minK  
values with both the experimental and the fictitious toughness data. The comparison 
in Fig. 4.25 (c) scales the fracture toughness data to a common 1T SSY reference 
condition based on Eq. (2.19) with the ( )g M  function based on the calibrated m 
value. The calibrated m and minK  values lead to close estimations of fP  for the 
S690 steel at 60 C− ° , as demonstrated in Fig. 4.25 (c).  
Table 4.5: Comparison of Weibull parameters from direct calibration method and the 
simplified method for S690 steel at -60˚C. 
0.8T C(T) [ 0 147.36 MPa mK = ] 
+ 0.4T C(T) [ 0 219.72 MPa mK = ] 
Weibull exponent, 
m 
Threshold toughness, minK  
( MPa m ) 
Direct calibration 14 50 
Simplified calibration 14 72 
 





Fig. 4.25: (a) Comparison of the experimental fracture data with the fictitious fracture data; (b) 
variation of the normalized error with respect to m; and (c) comparison of the estimated 
cumulative probability with the experimental and fictitious data; for S690 steel.   
4.5.2 S550 Through-Thickness Specimens 
The calibration of Weibull parameters for S550 through-thickness specimens 
follows the same procedure as S690 specimens introduced in Section 4.5.2. The 
calibration of the S550 steels at 90 C− °  covers a range of m values from 4 to 30, and 
a minK  range from 1 MPa m  to 80 MPa m . By expressing the constraint 
function in terms of the non-dimensional deformation, M, the g(M) function for a 
material remains invariant for all geometrically similar specimens, e.g., 2T and 1T 
SE(B) specimens in this study. The calibration, with the 2T SE(B) specimen as the 
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value of 12 and a minK  value of 10 MPa m . Figure 4.26 (a) shows the variation of 
the normalized error, i.e., the calculated error for a given m value divided by the 
maximum error among all m values. The only minimum error occurs at m=12. Figure 
4.26 (b) compares the cumulative probability of fracture estimated by Eq. (2.16) using 
the calibrated m and minK  values with both sets of fracture toughness values scaled 
to the 1T SSY condition.  
 
Fig. 4.26: (a) Variation of the normalized error with respect to m; (b) estimation of Pf by the 
Weibull stress model using the calibrated m and Kmin values for 2T and 1T SE(B) specimens at 
-90 ˚C; (c) estimation of fP  by the Weibull stress model using the other m and minK  values 
to illustrate errors of using non-calibrated values; and (d) estimation of Pf by the Weibull 
stress model using the calibrated m and Kmin values for 2T and 1T SE(B) at -60 ˚C. 
Figure 4.26 (c) plots the same figure as Fig. 4.26 (b) with other m and minK  
values to illustrate the errors with non-calibrated Weibull parameters. Figure 4.26 (d) 



























































































confirms the calibrated m and minK  values by the close agreement in the estimated 
probability of fracture using Eq. (2.16) and two independent sets of fracture tests on 
2T and 1T SE(B) specimens at 60 C− ° . 
The fracture toughness values of S550 through-thickness specimens also further 
validate the simplified method introduced in Chapter 3. Figure 4.27 (a) shows the 
rank probability of the original experimental toughness data for 2T and 1T SE(B) 
specimens of S550 steel tested at 90 C− ° , together with the generated fictitious data 
using the 0K  [ 0 258.55 MPa mK = for 2T SE(B) and 0 403.80 MPa mK = for 1T 
SE(B) specimens].  
The calibration following the proposed procedure outlined in Section 3.2 leads to 
a Weibull modulus of 12m =  and a threshold toughness of 38 MPa mminK = . 
Table 4.6 compares the calibrated Weibull parameters from direct calibration and the 
simplified method. Figure 4.27 (b) displays that the normalized error function in Eq. 
(4.12) indicates a distinctive minimum value with respect to the variation of m. The 
normalized error refers to the ratio of the error calculated for an individual m value 
over the maximum error calculated for all trial m values. Figure 4.27 (c) compares the 
cumulative probability estimated by Eq. (2.16) using the calibrated m and minK  
values with both the experimental and the fictitious toughness data. The comparison 
in Fig. 4.27 (c) scales the fracture toughness data to a common 1T SSY reference 
condition based on Eq. (2.19) with the ( )g M  function based on the calibrated m 
value. The calibrated m and minK  values lead to close estimations of fP  for the 
S550 steel at 90 C− ° , as demonstrated in Fig. 4.27 (c).  




Table 4.6: Comparison of Weibull parameters from direct calibration method and the 
simplified method for S550 steel at -90˚C. 
2T SE(B) [ 0 258.55 MPa mK = ] 
+ 1T SE(B) [ 0 403.80 MPa mK = ] 
Weibull exponent, 
m 
Threshold toughness, minK  
( MPa m ) 
Direct calibration 12 10 
Simplified calibration 12 38 
 
 
Fig. 4.27: (a) Comparison of the experimental fracture data with the fictitious fracture data; (b) 
variation of the normalized error with respect to m; and (c) comparison of the estimated 
cumulative probability with the experimental and fictitious data; for S550 steel. 
4.6 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter estimates the cumulative fracture probability for through-thickness 
fracture specimens, via a combined experimental and numerical investigation. Both 
the direct calibration method and the simplified calibration method in Chapter 3 are 
(b)(a)
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presented, which further validates the simplified method. The experimental program 
includes three sets of through-thickness fracture specimens in S690 high-strength steel 
and four sets in S550 steel. The numerical investigation calibrates the Weibull 
material parameters for both materials from two sets of through-thickness fracture 
specimens with different crack-front constraints, and validates the calibrated 
parameters using other sets of fracture specimens. Based on the calibrated Weibull 
parameters, the simplified method is validated for both materials. The work presented 
above supports the following conclusions:  
(1) The Weibull modulus m and the Weibull threshold toughness minK  equals 
14 and 50 MPa m , respectively, for the high-strength S690 steel, and 12 and 10 
MPa m , respectively, for the high-strength S550 steel, calibrated and validated by 
the through-thickness fracture specimens.  
(2) The post-test fracture surface examination reveals typical features of the 
cleavage fracture mechanism for the through-thickness specimens. The river pattern 
on the fracture surface indicates the fracture initiation locations. For thin specimens, 
crack may initiate in the middle thickness, while for thick specimens, crack may 
initiate at two positions at the same time. 
(3) The simplified method calibrates similar Weibull parameters as the direct 
calibration method, which validates the simplified method on S690 and S550 high-
strength steels. 
 










CHAPTER 5  CLEAVAGE FRACTURE PROBABILITY 
ESTIMATION OF CURVED CRACKS VIA WEIBULL 
STRESS FRAMEWORK 
5.1 Introduction 
This study aims to develop an approach to estimate the cumulative fracture 
probability for curved cracks made of high strength steels, including surface cracks 
loaded in both four-point bending and tension and through-thickness cracks with a 
curved front. The experimental program consists of two set of surface-cracked plate 
specimens of S690 and S550 steels, respectively, and one set of through-thickness 
specimens with curved crack front. The study on surface cracks loaded in tension 
involves experimental work by Gao et al. [2].    
As introduced in Chapter 1, the assessment of cleavage fracture often utilizes a 
probability-based treatment to describe the scatter of the experimental data in contrast 
to a deterministic approach used for ductile fracture failure. However, existing testing 
guidelines [99, 100] and statistical treatments focus primarily on planar fracture 
specimens with a straight through-thickness crack front. In contrast, realistic structural 
components often entail surface-breaking cracks, with a curved crack front, causing 
spatially varying driving forces and constraint conditions along the crack front. The 
assessment of cleavage fracture for curved cracks remains a challenging task, which 
requires carefully instrumented experimental investigations. Some previous works 
have paved an essential basis for the investigation reported in this chapter. A number 




of studies [100, 125, 126] have provided the stress intensity factor solutions for semi-
elliptical cracks in plates. Qian and Li [113] have proposed a compliance-based 
approach to determine the fracture resistance J-R curve for surface-cracked plates 
under four-point bending. Gao et al. [2] have calibrated the Weibull stress model 
using toughness data measured from C(T) and SE(B) specimens, and subsequently 
compared the Weibull stress prediction on the fracture probability with the surface-
cracked plates loaded in tension. 
This chapter starts with a description on the experimental program including 
surface-cracked specimens and special through-thickness specimens with curved 
crack front. The subsequent section discusses the calculation of fracture toughness for 
curved cracks and the next section studies the crack initiation locations. Then the 
detailed finite element procedure is presented. The following section proposes 
cumulative fracture probability estimation methods for surface-cracked plates loaded 
in four-point bending, special through-thickness specimens with curved crack front 
and surface-cracked specimens loaded in tension. The last section summarizes the 
conclusions drawn from the study.  
5.2 Experiment Program 
5.2.1 Specimen 
This study for curved crack front includes three conditions: (1) surface crack 
loaded in bending; (2) through-thickness curved crack front; and (3) surface crack 
loaded in tension. Table 5.1 summarizes the experimental program for all specimens 




in this study for curved crack front. The experimental program for the first condition, 
i.e., surface crack loaded in bending, consists of two types of surface-cracked steel 
plates with S690 and S550 steel, respectively, which are the same two materials as in 
the study for straight through-thickness cracks in Chapter 4. The chemical 
composition and mechanical properties of both materials follow the same as in Tables 
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The S690 surface-cracked [SC(B)] specimens have a thickness of 17 
mm or 0.7T, as listed in Table 5.1. The S550 surface-cracked [SC(B)] specimens have 
a thickness of 25 mm or 1T, also listed in Table 5.1. Each surface-cracked specimen 
contains a wire-cut, semi-elliptical notch at the center of the plate, as shown in Figs. 
5.1 (a) and 5.2 (a). The machined semi-elliptical surface notch has a depth of 10 mm 
and a length of 40 mm. Additionally, the fabricator employed an electric discharge 
method (EDM) to introduce a sharp round notch along the curved crack front. 
In addition to the surface-cracked specimens, the experimental program designs 
a set of special 1T SE(B) specimen with a through-thickness semi-elliptical crack 
front, termed SSE(B) specimen. Figure 5.3 presents the detailed dimensions of SSE(B) 
specimens as well as the loading and boundary conditions for the fracture tests. The 
semi-elliptical crack front is created by a wire cutting machine with a sharp round 
notch along crack front introduced by the electric discharge method (EDM).  
All the fracture specimens in Table 5.1 perform a fatigue pre-cracking at room 
ambient temperature to entail a sharp crack tip before low temperature fracture tests. 
Section 5.2.2 details the experimental procedures of fatigue pre-cracking and cleavage 
fracture tests. 




Table 5.1: Experimental program of S550 steel. 
Specimen 
type 







0.7T SC(B) S690 12 
Three-point bend 
Fatigue pre-cracking  
( [ ]19, 75 MPa mIK ∈ ) 
28 
Three-point bend Fracture test -60 
1T SC(B) S550 13 
Three-point bend 
Fatigue pre-cracking 
( [ ]14,130 MPa mIK ∈ ) 
28 
Four-point bend Fracture test -90 
1T SSE(B) S550 14 
Three-point bend 
Fatigue pre-cracking 
( [ ]19, 73 MPa mIK ∈ ) 
28 



















Fig. 5.1: (a) Dimensions of the 0.7T S690 surface-cracked specimen (in mm); and (b) test set-































Fig. 5.2: (a) Dimensions of the 1T S550 surface-cracked specimen (in mm); and (b) test set-

























Fig. 5.3: Dimensions of the 1T SSE(B) specimen (in mm). 
The extension of proposed fracture probability estimation method to surface 
cracks loaded in tension in this study adopts the fracture toughness values tested by 
Gao et al. [2], termed SC(T). They utilize A515-70 pressure vessel steel with a 
Young’s modules (E) of 200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio (ν ) of 0.3 and yield stress ( 0σ ) of 
280 MPa at 7 C− ° . The fracture toughness values of 12 C(T) and 12 SE(B) 
specimens in the same material calibrate the Weibull parameters as m=10 and 
20 MPa mminK = . The experimental program in this chapter includes 14 surface-
cracked specimens loaded in tension [SC(T)] , 7 in pin-loaded and 7 in bolt-loaded, 
tested at 7 C− ° . Figure 5.4 displays the geometries of both pin-loaded and bolt-
































Fig. 5.4: Dimensions of the SC(T) specimen (in mm) for: (a) pin-loaded; and (b) bolt-loaded.  
5.2.2 Experimental Procedure 
5.2.2.1 Test Set-Up and Equipment 
The fatigue pre-cracking and low temperature cleavage fracture sections of the 
curved-crack specimens employ the same 100-ton universal testing machine [shown 
in Fig. 4.7 (a)] as through-thickness specimens in the structural laboratory at the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at National University of 
Singapore.  
The experimental procedure monitors the crack-mouth opening displacement 













specimens, the machined notch provides grooves for the COD gauge at the crack 
mouth as shown in Fig. 5.3. For both S690 and S550 surface-cracked specimens, two 
1.5mm thick aluminum plates are attached on both sides of the notch, with sharp 
corner to provide grooves for the COD gauge. Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) displays the 
schematic representation and the photo of the attached aluminum plates on surface-
cracked specimen. The COD gauge was calibrated under the low-temperature 
conditions prior to the fracture test. Similar to the tests for through-thickness 
specimens, the experimental procedure monitors the temperature during the test 
through three thermos-couples, one attached to the crack tip and the other two at 
selected locations within the environmental chamber [see Fig. 4.8 (c)]. A manager 
software controls the whole experimental procedures and records target parameters, 
e.g., loading force, displacement, CMOD, etc., shown in Fig. 4.8 (d). 
For the SSE(B) specimen, both fatigue precracking and fracture sections deploy 
three-point bending in Fig. 5.3 (b). For the surface-cracked specimen, the cyclic pre-
cracking employs a three-point bend configuration, while the low-temperature 
fracture test deploys the four-point bend setup shown in Figs. 5.1 (b) and 5.2 (b). 
 








Fig. 5.5: (a) A schematic representation of the attached aluminum plates on surface-cracked 
specimen; and (b) a image of the aluminum plates on surface-cracked specimen. 
5.2.2.2 Fatigue Precracking 
The fatigue pre-cracking test aims to generate a short and sharp fatigue crack 
ahead of the machined notch. The cyclic fatigue loading generates a fatigue pre-crack 
of about 0.5~1.5 mm in the surface-cracked specimen and SSE(B) specimen.  
Since there is no testing standard available for surface cracked specimen and the 
special SE(B) specimen, the maximum fatigue load for these specimens remains less 
than 40% of the load corresponding to the plastic moment capacity of the SSE(B) 
specimen and SC(B) specimens. At the maximum fatigue load, the plastic zone near 
the crack tip should remain within 5% of the remaining ligament.  
The minimum fatigue load ( minP ) equals 3 kN or 10% of maximum force, 
whichever is larger, to ensure the smooth operation of the actuator under a relatively 
large frequency. This fatigue load limit applies to both SC(B) specimen and the 
special SSE(B) specimen. 









estimations based on the experience of through-thickness specimens in the same 
material. The target CMOD for terminating fatigue loading keeps constant within the 
same set of specimen. 
5.2.2.3 Low Temperature Fracture Test 
The low-temperature fracture test starts with reducing the temperature in the 
environmental chamber to the desired value by filling the chamber with the liquid 
nitrogen. Once the temperature reflected by the thermocouple reaches the desired 
value, the specimen will remain in the chamber for 15 ~ 30 minutes for steady-state 
temperature distribution over the entire specimen. The monotonic fracture test 
deploys displacement-controlled loading and starts with a load rate of 0.1 mm/minute. 
The manager software records the loading displacement, CMOD value and reactions 
at loading point 10 times per second. The loading rate increases to 0.3mm/minute 
after yielding of the material. Three thermos-couples detect the temperature in the 
chamber through the test. The nitrogen input is adjusted accordingly to ensure that the 
test temperature is within ±1 ˚C of the target value. The experimental procedure 
proceeds until fracture occurs in the specimen. 
5.3 Fracture Toughness 
5.3.1 Fracture Toughness for S690 Surface-Cracked Specimen 
The experimental procedure records the loading displacement, CMOD value and 
reactions at loading point 10 times per second. Figure 5.6 shows the typical load 




versus CMOD relationship for a S690 surface-cracked specimen. 
 
Fig. 5.6: Load-CMOD relationships measured from the tests for selected S690 0.7T surface-
cracked specimen tested at -60 ˚C. 
To calculate the fracture toughness of surface-cracked specimens, this study 
extends the η-procedure for straight, through-thickness crack fronts in Section 4.3.1 to 
curved, surface crack fronts, as also implemented in a previous study [113]. For 
surface-cracked plates under four-point bend, the η-approach calculates the potential 
energy stored in the specimen based on the area under the moment-rotation curve. The 
moment here refers to the applied moment, appM , on the cracked section of the plate, 






where P denotes the applied load and S measures the horizontal distance between the 
loading point (the upper roller) and its adjacent lower roller support, as inferred in Fig. 
5.1 (b). The measured CMOD enables the calculation of the rotation of the crack 
plane, θ, as shown in Fig. 5.7, 
   ( )0 02
CMOD
a d W a h
θ =
+ − +    
(5.2) 




























where d denotes a dimensionless coefficient and equals 0.18 for S690 surface-cracked 
plates, as determined by Qian and Li [113] and h corresponds to the thickness of the 
knife-edge attachment on the surface of the plate, as shown in Fig. 5.6, and equals 1.8 
mm (1.5 mm for aluminum plates and 0.3 mm for the adhesives) for this study. The 
denominator in Eq. (5.2) calculates the position of the center of rotation for the crack 
plane measured from the location where CMOD is monitored. The strain energy 
stored in the specimen, U, thus equals, 
   0






Fig. 5.7: A schematic representation of the deformed shape of the crack planes. 
Similar to the η-approach for standard fracture specimen shown in Eq. (4.8), the 
current study calculates the energy release rate in surface-cracked plates by, 
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where netA  refers to the net intact area of the cracked section. The value of η equals 
0.9 in this study and derives from the finite element analyses for surface-cracked 
plates by equating Eq. (5.4) with the J-value computed from the domain integral 
approach [122] averaged over the entire crack front. The average energy release rate 
along the crack front, avgJ  in Eq. (5.4), depends on the individual iJ  value at 
different segments along the crack front, 













where iB  denotes the length of an individual segment along the crack front in the 
finite element model and totalB  refers to the total crack-front length in the FE model. 
Coupling the avgJ  calculated from the area under the appM θ−  curve from a finite 
element model in Eq. (5.4) and the domain-integral avgJ  computed using the same 
model in Eq. (5.5) enables the determination of the η value. 
Figure 5.8 plots the fracture toughness of the S690 surface-cracked specimen sets 
against global fracture probability in Eq. (2.1). However, the global Weibull approach, 
developed from through-thickness fracture specimens, does not provide a close 
estimation on the lower tail data, due to the spatially varying crack driving force and 
the crack-front constraints. 





Fig. 5.8: Rank probability of the fracture toughness data for 0.7T surface-cracked specimens 
tested at -60 ˚C together with the global probability estimation. 
5.3.2 Fracture Toughness for S550 Surface-Cracked Specimen 
The S550 surface-cracked specimens in this study have a 275 mm long span 
between the two bottom supports as shown in Fig. 5.2 (b). Such a long span and the 
ductility of the material result in large vertical displacement at the middle of the 
specimen (approximately 30 mm) and large CMOD values (more than 3 mm) at 
failure. Due to the limitation of the COD gauge employed in the tests, some of COD 
gauge drops before final break of the specimen, which leads to an uncompleted 
CMOD record. Figure 5.9 displays the load vs. CMOD and load vs. load-line 
displacement of the same specimen. The CMOD record is unavailable after the 
loading force reaches 420 kN, while the fracture of the specimen happens when the 
loading force reaches 450 kN approximately. 











o60 CTmp = −
test
Eq. (2.1)





Fig. 5.9: (a) Load-CMOD relationships measured from the tests for selected 1T surface-
cracked specimen tested at -90 ˚C ; and (b) Load-displacement relationships measured from 
the tests for the same selected 1T surface-cracked specimen tested at -90 ˚C. 
As the completed CMOD records are unavailable for most specimens, the 
calculations of J and IK  values for S550 surface cracked specimens cannot follow 
the same η-approach previously proposed for S690 surface cracked specimens. This 
study adopts a similar η-approach based on load and load-line displacement. The 
LLD-based η-approach here calculates the potential energy stored in the specimen 
based on the area under the moment-rotation curve. The moment here refers to the 
applied moment, appM , on the cracked plate of the specimen, 






where P denotes the applied load and S measures the horizontal distance between the 
loading point (the upper roller) and its adjacent lower roller support, which is 87.5 
mm in this study as inferred in Fig. 5.2 (b). The measured displacement enables the 
calculation of the rotation of the specimen, θ, as shown in Fig. 5.10, 
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where ∆  denotes the vertical displacement at the middle of the specimen and L’ 
corresponds to the horizontal distance between the middle of the specimen and lower 
roller support, shown in Fig. 5.13. As the load-line displacement recorded by the 
testing system differs from the vertical displacement at middle of the specimen caused 
by bending and large deformation of the specimen, we perform a calibration test to 
record the ratio between the two based on the assumption that the ratio stays constant 
during the whole test procedure. The calibration test shown in Figure 5.14 loads the 
specimen in the linear range (load remains less than 40% of the load corresponding to 
the plastic moment capacity of the specimen) and a displacement transducer records 
the vertical displacement at the middle-span of the specimen.  
 














Fig. 5.11: The experimental set-up of the calibration test. 
The strain energy stored in the specimen, U, thus equals, 
   0





Similar to the η-approach for S690 surface-cracked specimen shown in Eq. (5.4), 
the current study calculates the energy release rate in surface-cracked plates by, 









where netA  refers to the net intact area of the cracked section with U calculated from 
Eq. (5.8). The value of η equals 1.1 in this study and derives from the finite element 
analyses for surface-cracked plates by equating Eq. (5.9) with the J-value computed 
from the domain integral approach [122] averaged over the entire crack front. The 
average energy release rate along the crack front, avgJ  in Eq. (5.9), depends on the 
individual iJ  value at different segments along the crack front, 

















where iB  denotes the length of an individual segment along the crack front in the 
finite element model and totalB  refers to the total crack-front length in the FE model. 
Coupling the avgJ  calculated from the area under the appM θ−  curve from a finite 
element model in Eq. (5.9) and the domain-integral avgJ  computed using the same 
model in Eq. (5.10) enables the determination of the η value. Figure 5.12 plots the 
fracture toughness of the surface-cracked specimen sets against global fracture 
probability in Eq. (2.1). However, the global Weibull approach does not provide a 
close estimation on the failure probability of the lower tail data, due to the spatially 
varying crack driving force and the crack-front constraints. 
 
Fig. 5.12: Rank probability of the fracture toughness data for 1T surface-cracked specimens 
tested at -90 ˚C together with the global probability estimation. 
5.3.3 Fracture Toughness for S550 SSE(B) Specimen 
The test of 1T SSE(B) specimens at -90˚C follows the same procedure as 
standard SE(B) specimen. The 1T SSE(B) specimens have 0 / 0.62a W =  when 0a  
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is counted as the largest crack depth of the curved crack front, which is the same with 
the 1T SE(B) specimen. Figure 5.16 plots the load vs. CMOD and load vs. LLD 
relationship of SSE(B) specimens.  
 
Fig. 5.13: (a) Load-CMOD relationships; and (b) load-LLD relationships; measured from the 
tests for selected 1T SSE(B) specimen tested at -90 ˚C. 
The calculation of J and IK  values for SSE(B) specimens with curved crack-
front adopts a similar η-approach, which calculates the potential energy stored in the 
specimen based on the area under the moment-rotation curve. The moment here refers 
to the applied moment, appM , on the cracked plate of the specimen, 
   1
4app
M PS=  (5.11) 
where P denotes the applied load and S measures the horizontal distance between the 
two lower roller supports, which is 100 mm in this study as inferred in Fig. 5.3. The 
experimental measurement enables the calculation of the rotation of the specimen, θ, 
based on both CMOD (shown in Fig. 5.14) and LLD, 
[ ]
CMOD
2 ( )a d W a
θ =
+ −
    based on CMOD (5.12)  
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θ =     based on LLD (5.13) 
 
where a is the largest crack depth along the curved crack front; W represents the width 
of the specimen; S denotes the loading span; and d denotes a dimensionless 
coefficient and equals 0.56 for SSE(B) specimens in this study, derived by the 
deformed shape of crack plane in numerical analysis.  
 
Fig. 5.14: A schematic representation of the deformed shape of the crack planes. 
The strain energy stored in the specimen, U, thus equals, 
   0





Similar to the η-approach for surface-cracked specimen shown in Eq. (5.4), the 
current study calculates the energy release rate in SSE(B) specimen by, 









where netA  refers to the net intact area of the cracked section with U calculated from 
CMOD








Eq. (5.14). The value of η derives from the finite element analyses for surface-cracked 
plates by equating Eq. (5.15) with the J-value computed from the domain integral 
approach [122] averaged over the entire crack front. The average energy release rate 
along the crack front, avgJ  in Eq. (5.15), depends on the individual iJ  value at 
different segments along the crack front, 













where iB  denotes the length of an individual segment along the crack front in the 
finite element model and totalB  refers to the total crack-front length in the FE model. 
Coupling the avgJ  calculated from the area under the appM θ−  curve from a finite 
element model in Eq. (5.15) and the domain-integral avgJ  computed using the same 
model in Eq. (5.16) enables the determination of the η value. In this study, η  equals 
2.97 when θ  is calculated based on CMOD, and 2.10η =  when based on LLD. 
Figure 5.15 plots the fracture toughness of the SSE(B) specimen sets against 
global fracture probability in Eq. (2.1) based on both CMOD and LLD. As the testing 
system has a better accuracy in recording CMOD, the following study adopts the 
fracture toughness values based on CMOD for SSE(B) specimens.  





Fig. 5.15: Rank probability of the fracture toughness data for 1T SSE(B) specimens tested at -
90 ˚C together with the global probability estimation: (a) CMOD-based method; and (b) LLD-
based method. 
5.4 Crack Initiation Location 
Figure 5.16 (a) shows a typical fracture surface for S690 0.7T SC(B) specimens 
revealed under a high-resolution camera. The concentration of the river patterns 
occurs at two typical crack-front locations near the free surface. This implies that 
cleavage fracture may initiate from these locations in the surface-cracked plates. To 
measure the location of the fracture initiation, this study employs a position parameter 
φ  to denote the crack-front location,   





φ = ⋅ °
 
(5.17) 
where l is the arc length along the crack front measured from the free surface where
0φ = °  and totalB  refers to the total crack-front length as shown in Fig. 5.16 (a). 
Figure 5.16 (a) indicates two possible locations for the fracture initiation along the 
curved crack front in a specimen, both near the free surface ( 0φ = ° and 180φ = ° ). 
The measured crack-front angle at the fracture initiation location ranges from 13.5º to 
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29º or from 151º to 166.5º for all 12 specimens tested. Figure 5.16 (b) shows the SEM 
images at two different magnification scales, both confirming the cleavage fracture 





Fig. 5.16: The fracture surface of selected 0.7T SC(B) specimen under an: (a) high-
magnification digital camera; and (b) scanning electron microscope (35X and 1200X). 
Figure 5.17 shows the fracture surface of selected S550 1T surface-cracked 
specimens tested at 90 C− ° . The crack initiation location is identified through 
microscopic measurements. The river pattern occurs along the entire crack front, 
which indicates crack may initiate at more than one locations at the same time for 
sallow surface cracks. Figure 5.18 displays the top view of a cracked specimen taken 
by a high-resolution camera. For all the 1T surface-cracked specimens, cracks do not 
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Fig. 5.17: The fracture surface of selected 1T surface-cracked specimens under a high-
magnification digital camera.  
 
Fig. 5.18: The top view of selected 1T surface-cracked specimens under a high-magnification 
digital camera. 
Figure 5.19 presents the fracture surface of 1T SSE(B) specimens tested at 
90 C− ° . All the SSE(B) specimens display two crack initiation sites near both free 













Fig. 5.19: The fracture surface of selected 1T SSE(B) specimens tested at 90 C− °  under an 
optical microscope (6.3X). 
5.5 Finite Element Procedure 
The numerical analysis follows the large-deformation algorithm implemented in 
the open source, finite element research code WARP3D [118]. The finite element 
analysis necessitates the Weibull stress calculation in the local fracture probability 
estimation.  
Figure 5.20 (a) displays the quarter-symmetric model for S690 0.7T surface-
cracked plate with the crack depth 11.0 mma =  and the crack length 25.7 mmc = . 
The quarter-elliptical crack front in Fig. 5.20 (a) contains 100 elements along the 
2mm
Crack initiation location indicated by river line pattern
2mmCrack initiation location indicated by river line pattern




crack front with equal element size, which is 0.3 mm for each segment along crack 
front. Figure 5.20 (b) presents the quarter-symmetric model for S550 SSE(B) 
specimen with 0 / 0.46a W = . It contains 40 elements along the crack front with 0.3 
mm for each element. Figure 5.20 (c) shows the quarter-symmetric model for S550 1T 
surface-cracked plate with the crack depth 6.9 mma =  and the crack length 
20.7 mmc = . The 80 elements along the quarter-elliptical crack front render the same 
0.3 mm length for each segment. Figure 5.20 (d) illustrates the quarter-symmetric for 
the surface-cracked specimens loaded in tension in a previous study [2]. The crack 
size for all the models in Fig. 5.20 represents the average size of the semi-elliptical 
cracks in all the specimens in the same set after fatigue pre-cracking. We have 
confirmed the adequacy of this mesh size through an independent mesh sensitivity 
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Fig. 5.20: Typical finite element meshes for: (a) a quarter-symmetric SE(B) model; (b) a 
quarter-symmetric SSE(B) model; (c) a quarter-symmetric SC(B) model; and (d) a quarter-
symmetric SC(T) model. 
All the FE models displayed in Fig. 5.20 utilize 20-node brick elements with 
reduced integration. The nodes on the plane of symmetry remain constrained in the 
degree of freedom of displacement, which is perpendicular to the corresponding plane. 
All FE models include an initial root radius or an initial keyhole radius to facilitate 
numerical convergence at large deformations, as shown in Fig 4.20 (b). The 
calculation of the ( )g M  function in Eq. (2.18) over a wide loading range requires 
multiple finite element models with different initial root radii (from 0.5 µm to 6 µm in 
this study) to deliver accurate near-tip stress solutions and to preclude the numerical 
divergence over different load ranges applied.  
The numerical procedure applies a displacement-controlled load on all FE 
models. The displacement-controlled loads apply to all nodes across the thickness [or 
No. of elements: 10400










the entire surface for SC(T)] at locations indicated in Fig. 5.20.  
The material properties follow the uniaxial true stress-strain curves derived from 
the measured engineering stress-strain relationship in Fig. 4.2. The stress-strain 
response follows a standard Mises constitutive model including the effects of large 
displacements and finite strains. For initial parametric studies, the uniaxial, stress-
strain relationship has a linear region, followed by a power-law hardening region, 
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(5.18) 
where 0σ , 0ε  and n denote the yield stress, yield strain and strain hardening 
exponent, respectively. The Young’s modulus of the material, E, equals 206 GPa for 
S690 steel, 210 GPa for S550 steel and equals 200 GPa for A515 steel, with a 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 for all the three materials. 
The computation of the energy release rate employs the domain-integral 
approach [122] to calculate the discrete J-values for each segment along the crack 
front for the surface-cracked and SSE(B) specimens.  
Figure 5.21 (a) demonstrates the variation of J-values (normalized by the 
maximum J-value along the entire crack front) in the S690 0.7T surface-cracked 
specimen corresponding to three different load levels, the lowest failure load 
, 142 MPa mJc minK = , the average failure load , 177 MPa mJc meanK =  and the 
largest failure load 225 MPa mJc,maxK =  among the 12 specimens. The peak J-
value occurs near the free surface with 18φ ≈ °  at all the three load levels. Figure 




5.21 (b) illustrates the variation in the Weibull stress (normalized by the maximum 
Weibull stress) along the crack front in a surface-cracked plate specimen at three 
different load levels, the lowest failure load, the average failure load and the largest 
failure load among the 12 surface-cracked specimens. The Weibull stress shown in 
Fig. 5.21 (b) corresponds to the Weibull stress integrated using Eq. (2.15) for each 
individual crack-front segment. The length of crack-front segment in this study equals 
the length of the crack-front element measured along the crack-front direction, which 
has equal size of 0.3 mm along crack front.  
 
Fig. 5.21: Finite element analysis results for: (a) J values at different locations along the crack 
front in the S690 0.7T surface-cracked specimens; and (b) Weibull stress at different locations 
along the crack front in the S690 0.7T surface-cracked specimens. 
The energy release rate shown in Fig 5.21 (a) indicates that the fracture initiation 
locations revealed by the post-test examination correspond to the crack-front 
segments experiencing large global crack driving forces. The definition of fracture 
initiation zone as the crack-front segment with the crack driving force larger than 90% 
of the maximum J value along the entire crack front, or 0.9 maxJ J> , covers the 
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in Fig. 5.21 (a)]. This fracture initiation zone differs slightly from the crack-front 
segment at the lowest and largest failure loads, which range from 6.2φ = °  to 
28.7φ = °  and 10.2φ = °  to 34.7φ = ° , respectively. All these ranges match 
approximately the observed fracture initiation zone from 13.5φ = °  to 29φ = ° . 
The definition of fracture initiation zone as the crack-front segment with 
0.9w w maxσ σ −>  covers the crack-front segment from 20.7φ = °  to 40.5φ = °  at the 
average failure load, which indicates a similar locations than the crack-front segment 
with 0.9 maxJ J> . Section 4.5.2 introduces the cleavage fracture assessment for 
surface-cracked plates by both 0.9 maxJ J> and 0.9w w maxσ σ −> . The definition of 
fracture initiation zone by 0.9 maxJ J> , which matches the observed fracture 
initiation zone better, render a more accurate estimation of cleavage fracture 
probability. Moreover, the Weibull stress, calculated using Eq. (2.15) requires more 
complicated procedures and exhibits a strong dependence on the volume of the 
fracture process zone, or the crack-front segment (element) size. To illustrate the 
element size effect on Weibull stress, we have a model with 24 elements along crack 
front with increasing element sizes from free surface to deepest locations. The 
smallest element size at the free surface is 0.4 mm and the largest element size at the 
deepest location is 1.6mm. Figure 5.22 illustrates comparison of the variation in the 
Weibull stress (normalized by the maximum Weibull stress) along the crack front 
from the different mesh at the average failure load levels as in Fig. 5.21 (b). 
Comparing to the model with 80 elements along the crack front in Fig. 5.21 (b), the 
Weibull stress from model with 24 elements along the crack front displays a larger 




value at all locations caused by larger element size especially at deeper locations, 
which renders the peak value occurs at a deeper location (from 30.5φ = °  to 
65.2φ = °  when critical zone is defined by 0.9w w maxσ σ −> ). Thus the value of 
Weibull stress is mesh-dependent, which makes 0.9w w maxσ σ −>  not an ideal criterion 
of the fracture process zone. This study therefore defines a fracture initiation zone as 
the crack-front segment with the crack driving force larger than 90% of the maximum 
J value along the entire crack front, or 0.9 maxJ J> . 
 
Fig. 5.22: Comparison of Weibull stress at different locations along the crack front in the 
S690 0.7T surface-cracked specimens from different mesh. 
 
Fig. 5.23: Finite element analysis results for: (a) J values at different locations along the crack 
front in the S550 1T surface-cracked specimens; and (b) Weibull stress at different locations 
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Figure 5.23 (a) demonstrates the variation of J-values in the S550 1T surface-
cracked specimen corresponding to three different load levels, the lowest failure load 
CMOD 1.8 mm= , the average failure load CMOD 4.6 mm=  and the largest failure 
load CMOD 6.6 mm=  among the 13 specimens. The peak J-value occurs near the 
free surface with 34φ ≈ °  at all the three load levels, with a slightly decreasing J-
value towards the deepest locations of the surface crack. Figure 5.23 (b) illustrates the 
variation in the Weibull stress along the crack front in a surface-cracked plate 
specimen at three different load levels, the lowest failure load, the average failure load 
and the largest failure load among the 13 surface-cracked specimens. The Weibull 
stress shown in Fig. 5.23 (b) corresponds to the Weibull stress integrated using Eq. 
(2.15) for each individual crack-front segment. The length of crack-front segment in 
this study equals the length of the crack-front element measured along the crack-front 
direction. Both the global crack driving force in Fig. 5.23 (a) and the local crack 
driving force in Fig. 5.23 (b) exhibit similar trend, and maintain a stable value from 
20φ = °  to 90φ = ° , which demonstrates the observation in Section 5.3.2 that crack 
may initiate at all locations for the 1T surface-cracked plates of S550 steel. 
Figure 5.24 (a) demonstrates the variation of J-values in the SSE(B) specimen 
corresponding to three different load levels, the lowest failure load CMOD=1 mm , 
the average failure load CMOD=2 mm  and the largest failure load CMOD=3 mm , 
respectively. The peak J-value occurs 4 mm to the free surface at all the three load 
levels. The local peak J-value near the free surface is caused by the serious distortion 
of the numerical element. Figure 5.24 (b) illustrates the variation in the Weibull stress 




along the crack front in the SSE(B) specimen at the same three different load levels as 
Fig. 5.24 (a). The peak Weibull stress occurs 5 mm to the free surface, which indicate 
similar fracture initiation zone comparing with that indicated by J-value.  
 
Fig. 5.24: Finite element analysis results for: (a) J values at different locations along the crack 
front in SSE(B) specimens; and (b) Weibull stress at different locations along the crack front 
in SSE(B) specimens. 
Figures 5.25 (a) and (b) display the variation of J-values (normalized by the 
maximum J-value along the entire crack front) and the Weibull stress (normalized by 
the maximum Weibull stress along the entire crack front) along the crack front in the 
A515 surface-cracked specimens, respectively. The peak J-value and Weibull stress 
occur at the deepest point of the semi-elliptical. As the A515 SC(T) specimens tested 
by Gao et al. [29] do not provide an observed record on crack initiation zone, we 
cannot compare the crack initiation zone defined from numerical analysis with the 
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Fig. 5.25: Finite element analysis results for: (a) J values at different locations along the crack 
front in SC(T) specimens; and (b) Weibull stress at different locations along the crack front in 
SC(T) specimens. 
5.6 Cleavage Fracture Probability Estimation 
Comparing with through-thickness cracks, the curved cracks have variable stress 
field along the curved crack front. The global behavior of curved crack is governed by 
the critical part instead of the entire crack front. Thus the direct application of the 
Weibull stress framework to specimens with curved crack front would not lead to an 
accurate estimation of the fracture probability. Figure 5.26 compares the probability 
of cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. (2.16), which includes the entire crack front 
in the calculation of Weibull stress, with the fracture toughness data scaled to the 1T 
SSY condition. The unpromising estimation for all the four sets of curved-cracked 
specimens in Fig. 5.26 demonstrates that the Weibull stress framework for through-
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Fig. 5.26: Fracture probability estimation by the Weibull stress approach with the entire crack 
front included in the calculation of Weibull stress for: (a) S690 0.7T surface-cracked 
specimen; (b) S550 1T surface-cracked specimen; (c) S550 SSE(B) specimen; and (d) A515 
SC(T) specimen. 
5.6.1 S690 Surface-Cracked Specimen 
As the Weibull stress framework for through-thickness specimens cannot be 
extended to surface-cracked specimens directly, this study then determines the 
fracture initiation zone in surface-cracked plates based on the criterion that the global 
crack driving force exceeds 90% of the maximum J value along the entire crack front. 
The numerical procedure treats this crack-front segment as an equivalent “through-
thickness” fracture specimen, by calculating the Weibull stress over the fracture 















































































































“through-thickness” specimen, FZB , equals the arc length of the segment measured 
along the crack front (64 mm for the surface-cracked plates in this study). The 
Weibull stress calculated for this critical crack-front segment, ,w FZσ , follows,     
   4, ( )
m
w FZ FZ FZCB K g Mσ =  (5.19) 
However, the above definition creates significant intricacy for engineering 
assessments of an experimental set of specimens, due primarily to the difficulty in 
determining the size of the fracture initiation zone, FZB , and the toughness value 
averaged over the fracture initiation zone, FZK , solely from the experimental data. 
This study therefore introduces a slightly different definition of the Weibull stress, 
,w FZσ , computed over the fracture initiation zone, using measurable engineering 
quantities (i.e., the entire length of the crack front and the average toughness value 
along the entire crack front), 
   4, , ( )
m
w FZ total J avg SCCB K g Mσ =  (5.20) 
The Weibull stress definition in Eq. (4.13) introduces a new constraint correction 
function for the surface-cracked specimens,  
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Numerical computations of the Weibull stress from a small-scale yielding model 
in Eq. (2.17) and that from the fracture initiation zone in a surface-cracked specimen 
in Eq. (5.20) allows direct calculation of the new constraint correction function,
( )SCg M . 




The Weibull stress with the new constraint correction function in Eq. (5.20) 
enables scaling of the average fracture toughness along the crack front of a surface-
cracked specimen to a 1T SSY condition, based on the Weibull stress calculated over 
the fracture initiation zone, 





( ) ( )SSY totalJc avg min SC Jc avg SC min min
BK K g M K g M K
B
 
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   
(5.22) 
The scaled fracture toughness for the plate specimen derives then from Eq. (5.22) 
using the Weibull material parameters 14m =  and 50 MPa mminK =  calibrated 
from the through-thickness specimens. Figure 5.27 (a) compares the probability of 
cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. (2.16) with the fracture toughness data for the 
surface-cracked specimen, scaled to the 1T SSY condition. Figure 5.27 (a) also 
examines the sensitivity of the probability estimation for various crack sizes by 
considering three different crack sizes in the Weibull stress calculation: (1) the 
smallest crack size at the end of fatigue pre-cracking among 12 surface-cracked plates 
0 0 0( 10.3 mm, / 0.43)a a c= = ; (2) the average crack size at the end of pre-cracking for 
the 12 surface-cracked plates 0 0 0( 11 mm, / 0.43)a a c= = ; and (3) the largest crack size 
at the end of fatigue pre-cracking among the 12 surface-cracked specimens 
0 0 0( 11.2 mm, / 0.42)a a c= = . The FE analysis calculates the Weibull stress and   
( )g M  function in the critical crack-front segment for each of the three crack sizes, 
following the same procedure. Figure 5.27 (a) demonstrates the similar probabilities 
of fracture estimated for the three crack sizes.  
As introduced in Section 5.5, the definition of crack initiation zone by 




0.9w w maxσ σ −>  differs slightly the observed crack initiation zone. Figure 5.27 (b) 
compares the probability of cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. (2.11) with the 
fracture toughness data for the surface-cracked specimen, scaled to the 1T SSY 
condition with crack-front segments 0.9w w maxσ σ −>  as crack initiation zone. The 
good agreement of fracture probability estimation from Eq. (2.16) and scaled surface-
cracked plates fracture toughness values by Eq. (5.22) proves 0.9w w maxσ σ −>  to be 
an effective definition of crack initiation zone. However, the calculation of J requires 
less workload and achieves more accurate prediction of fracture initiation zone. 
Moreover, the Weibull stress, calculated using Eq. (2.15) exhibits a strong dependence 
on the volume of the fracture process zone, or the crack-front segment (element) size, 
as introduced in Section 5.5. This study therefore defines a fracture initiation zone as 
the crack-front segment with the crack driving force larger than 90% of the maximum 
J value along the entire crack front, or 0.9 maxJ J> . 
 





Fig. 5.27: (a) Fracture probability estimation by the Weibull stress approach for surface-
cracked specimen based on 0.9 maxJJ > criterion; (b) fracture probability estimation by the 
Weibull stress approach for surface-cracked specimen based on 0.9w w maxσ σ −>  criterion; 
and (c) prediction of surface-cracked cumulative fracture probability by the reverse-scaling 
approach. 
The above comparison validates the cleavage fracture assessment by the Weibull 
stress approach. However, realistic engineering applications often require estimations 
on the probability of cleavage fracture in surface cracks without the toughness value 
directly measured from surface-cracked specimens. This study therefore proposes a 
reverse scaling approach to estimate the probability of fracture in surface-cracked 
plates, using solely the numerically computed crack driving force values ,J avgK  and 
the Weibull stress wσ .   
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fracture in surface-cracked specimens based on the calibrated m and minK  : 
(1) Perform large deformation, elastic-plastic finite element analyses for surface-
cracked specimen and the 1T, plane-strain SSY model as described in Section 4.4. 
(2) Determine the critical crack-front segment with 0.9 maxJ J≥  for the surface-
cracked specimen. Compute the Weibull stress in the critical crack-front segment, 
,w FZσ , for the surface-cracked specimens and wσ  for the 1T SSY model. 
(3) Establish the , ,w FZ J avgKσ −  relationship for the surface-cracked specimen 
and 1T SSYw JKσ −  relationship for the 1T plane-strain SSY model. Determine the 
constraint correction function ( )SCg M  by comparing Eqs. (2.17) and (5.20). 
(4) Estimate the probability of fracture using Eq. (2.16) based on the fracture 
toughness in an idealized 1T SSY model, 1T SSYJcK . Using the calibrated Weibull 
parameters m and minK , perform a reverse scaling to estimate the average toughness 
along the crack front for the surface-cracked specimen at the same probability of 
fracture as the 1T SSY model,  








Jc avg Jc min SC min min
SC total
BK K K g M K
g M B
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= − +  
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(5.23) 
Figure 5.27 (b) compares the cumulative probability of fracture estimated using 
the above procedure with the experimentally measured fracture toughness data for the 
surface-cracked specimens. The continuous curve in Fig. 5.27 (b) represents the 
probability of fracture versus 1T SSYJcK  computed for an idealized 1T SSY model 
under a plane-strain condition. The dashed curves refer to the estimated probability of 




fracture against the ,Jc avgK  values for the surface-cracked specimens, scaled from the 
1T SSY
JcK  values using Eq. (5.22). The dashed curves demonstrate a close agreement 
with the rank probability for the experimentally measured average ,Jc avgK  values of 
the surface-cracked specimens. 
The above procedure determines the fracture initiation zone, FZB , by a cut-off 
level based on the global crack driving force, i.e., 0.9 maxJ J≥ . Figure 5.27 (b) 
examines the sensitivity of this cut-off level on the estimated probability of fracture 
for the surface-cracked plate specimens, by comparing the fracture initiation zone, 
FZB , determined from three different cut-off levels, 0.8 maxJ J≥ , 0.85 maxJ J≥  and 
0.9 maxJ J≥ . The 80% maxJ  and 85% maxJ  cut-off levels cover a larger crack-front 
segment compared to the 90% maxJ  cut-off. The larger crack-front segment volume 
leads to the increase in the local crack driving force wσ  and consequently causes a 
slightly higher probability of fracture. Nevertheless, the different cut-off J levels 
cause very marginal differences in the cumulative probability of fracture, as revealed 
in Fig. 5.27 (b).  
5.6.2 S550 Surface-Cracked Specimen 
This study determines the fracture initiation zone in surface-cracked plates based 
on the criterion that the global crack driving force exceeds 90% of the maximum J 
value along the entire crack front, as described in Section 4.4 for S690 steel. The 
numerical procedure calculates the Weibull stress over the fracture process zone with 
1 02σ σ>  in each segment along the crack front. The thickness of these equivalent 




“through-thickness” specimens, FZB , equal the arc length of the segment measured 
along the crack front (24.24 mm for the surface-cracked plates in this study). This 
study calculates the constraint correction function, ( )SCg M , by the entire length of 
the crack front and the average toughness value along the entire crack front, as 
introduced in Section 5.6.1, 
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where ,J FZK  denotes the fracture toughness in the fracture initiation zone in Eq. 
(5.19); ,J avgK  presents the average facture toughness value along the entire crack 
front in Eq. (5.20).  
The Weibull stress with the new constraint correction function in Eq. (5.24) 
enables scaling of the average fracture toughness along the crack front of a surface-
cracked specimen to a 1T SSY condition, based on the Weibull stress calculated over 
the fracture initiation zone, 





( ) ( )SSY totalJc avg min SC Jc avg SC min min
BK K g M K g M K
B
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(5.25) 
The scaled fracture toughness for the plate specimen derives then from Eq. (5.25) 
using the Weibull material parameters 12m = and 10 MPa mminK =  calibrated 
from the through-thickness specimens. Figure 5.28 (a) compares the probability of 
cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. (2.16) with the fracture toughness data for the 
surface-cracked specimen, scaled to the 1T SSY condition by Eq. (5.25). The 
comparison validates the cleavage fracture assessment by the Weibull stress approach. 




The reverse-scaling approach for prediction of surface-cracked cumulative 
fracture probability follows the same procedure as in Section 5.6.1. Figure 5.28 (b) 
compares the cumulative fracture probability prediction and the surface-cracked 
fracture toughness values from tests, which validates the reversed engineering 
approach.  
 
Fig. 5.28: (a) Fracture probability estimation by the Weibull stress approach for 1T surface-
cracked specimen; and (b) prediction of surface-cracked cumulative fracture probability by 
the reverse-scaling approach. 
5.6.3 SSE(B) Specimen with Curved Crack-Front 
The SSE(B) specimen contains a through-thickness curved crack-front. This 
study determines the fracture initiation zone in SSE(B) specimen based on the 
criterion that the global crack driving force exceeds 90% of the maximum J value 
along the entire crack front, which follows the same procedure as surface-cracked 
specimens. The Weibull stress calculates over the fracture process zone with 
1 02σ σ>  in the segment with J value exceeding 90% of the maximum J along crack 
front. The procedure then obtains the constraint correction function by Eq. (5.21) and 
scales the fracture toughness data from tests by Eq. (5.22). 



















































Fig. 5.29: (a) Fracture probability estimation by the Weibull stress approach for SSE(B) 
specimen; and (b) prediction of SSE(B) cumulative fracture probability by the reverse-scaling 
approach. 
Figure 5.29 (a) compares the probability of cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. 
(2.16) with the fracture toughness data for the SSE(B) specimen, scaled to the 1T SSY 
condition by Eq. (5.22). The reverse-scaling approach for prediction of SSE(B) 
cumulative fracture probability follows the same procedure as in Section 5.6.1. Figure 
5.29 (b) compares the cumulative fracture probability prediction and the SSE(B) 
fracture toughness values from tests. The close match extends the application of the 
proposed estimation procedure of fracture probability from surface curved crack to 
through-thickness curved crack. The criterion of 0.9 maxJ J≥ as fracture initiation 
zone applies to both surface and through-thickness curved crack front, and achieves a 
good accuracy in predicting cumulative fracture probability. 
5.6.4 Surface-Cracked Specimen in Tension 
The extension of the proposed fracture probability estimation method to surface 
cracks loaded in tension in this study adopts the fracture toughness values tested by 
Gao et al. [2] in 1999. They utilized A515-70 pressure vessel steel with a Young’s 

















































modules (E) of 200 GPa, Poisson’s ratio (ν ) of 0.3 and yield stress ( 0σ ) of 280 MPa 
at 7 C− ° . The fracture toughness values of 12 C(T) specimens and 12 SE(B) 
specimens calibrates the Weibull parameters as m=10 and 20 MPa mminK = . The 
experimental program includes 14 surface-cracked specimens loaded in tension 
[SC(T)] displayed in Fig. 5.4, tested at 7 C− ° . This study determines the fracture 
initiation zone in SC(T) specimen based on the criterion that the global crack driving 
force exceeds 90% of the maximum J value along the entire crack front, which 
follows the same procedure as surface-cracked specimens loaded in four-point 
bending introduced in Section 5.6.1. We calculate the Weibull stress over the fracture 
process zone with 1 02σ σ>  in the segment with J value exceeding 90% of the 
maximum J along crack front. The procedure then obtains the constraint correction 
function by Eq. (5.21) and scales the fracture toughness data from tests by Eq. (5.22).  
 
Fig. 5.30: (a) Fracture probability estimation by the Weibull stress approach for SC(T) 
specimen; and (b) prediction of SC(T) cumulative fracture probability by the reverse-scaling 
approach. 
Figure 5.30 (a) compares the probability of cleavage fracture estimated from Eq. 
(2.16) with the fracture toughness data for the SC(T) specimen scaled to the 1T SSY 


















































condition by Eq. (5.16). The reverse-scaling approach for prediction of SC(T) 
cumulative fracture probability follows the same procedure as in Section 5.6.1. Figure 
5.30 (b) compares the cumulative fracture probability prediction and the SC(T) 
fracture toughness values from tests. The close match in Figs. 5.30 (a) and (b) extends 
the application of proposed fracture probability estimation procedure for surface-
cracked plates in Section 5.6.1 from loaded in four-point bending to loaded in tension. 
The criterion of 0.9 maxJ J≥ as fracture initiation zone applies to surface cracks in 
tension, and achieves a good accuracy in predicting cumulative fracture probability. 
5.7 Conclusion Remarks 
This chapter extends the Weibull stress approach, originally developed for 
straight through-thickness crack front, to assess the probability of fracture for curved 
crack front from high-strength steels, via a combined experimental and numerical 
investigation. The experimental program includes two sets of surface-cracked steel 
plates loaded in four-point bending in different materials and geometries and one set 
of special through-thickness specimens with curved crack front. The study on surface-
cracked specimens loaded in tension adopts the test data in a previous study [2]. 
Based on the calibrated Weibull parameters from through-thickness specimens in 
Chapter 4, this study identifies a critical crack-front segment as the fracture initiation 
zone in the curved crack front and introduces a slightly modified Weibull stress 
definition to facilitate the engineering assessment of cleavage fracture in surface-
cracked specimens. The work presented above supports the following conclusions:  




(1) The post-test fracture surface examination reveals typical features of the 
cleavage fracture mechanism for both surface-cracked and SSE(B) specimens. For the 
surface-cracked specimens and SSE(B), the fracture surface indicates high 
concentrations of the river patterns at crack-front locations near both free surface. 
These crack-front locations coincide with the crack-front material experiencing a 
large global crack driving force, with the point-wise energy release rate higher than 90% 
of the maximum J value along the entire crack front. This study thus defines the 
fracture initiation zone along the crack front with 0.9 maxJ J≥ .  
(2) A CMOD-based method for estimation of fracture toughness of curved crack 
front applies for both surface-cracked specimens and SSE(B) specimens. In cases that 
CMOD values remains unavailable, this study obtains the fracture toughness values 
by a LLD-based procedure. 
(3) The cleavage fracture assessment for curved crack front computes the 
Weibull stress over the critical crack-front segment with 0.9 maxJ J≥  and introduces 
a new constraint correction function, ( )SCg M , which enables a direct scaling of the 
average fracture toughness over the curved crack front to the 1T SSY condition based 
on the Weibull stress calculated over the fracture initiation zone.  
(4) Using the Weibull parameters m and minK  calibrated from the through-
thickness specimens, and the average toughness scaled to the 1T SSY condition, the 
cumulative probability of fracture estimated from the Weibull stress in Eq. (2.16) 
predicts closely the rank probability of cleavage fracture for the surface-cracked 




specimens and SSE(B) specimen. 
(5) To facilitate engineering assessments, this study introduces a reverse-scaling 
process, which allows estimation of the probability of fracture against the average 
fracture toughness along the curved crack front. This estimation derives from the 
probability of fracture estimated for an idealized 1T SSY model in Eq. (2.16). The 
reverse scaling from the toughness level in a 1T SSY condition, 1T SSYJcK , to the 
average toughness along the curved crack front, ,Jc avgK , originates from the constraint 
and thickness correction required in the Weibull stress approach. This reverse scaling 
estimates the ,Jc avgK  value in the curved crack front, at the same probability of 
fracture as the 1T SSY model. The probability of fracture estimated from the reverse-
scaling process agrees closely with the rank probability of fracture for the surface-













CHAPTER 6  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Main Conclusions 
This study explores the cumulative probability of Mode I cleavage fracture for 
high-strength steels in offshore applications, which aims to develop a simplified and 
reliable approach to estimate the cumulative probability of Mode I cleavage fracture 
of high-strength steels for both straight and curved crack fronts. 
Firstly this study presents a simplified calibration procedure for parameters 
required in the mathematical model for cleavage fracture, which significantly 
decreases the lab tests workload in estimating cleavage fracture probability. The 
validation of the proposed calibration method utilizes the extensive fracture toughness 
data generated in the European Union project [1]. Furthermore, this study estimates 
the cumulative fracture probability of through-thickness specimens made of S690 and 
S550 steels. The experimental program includes 46 through-thickness specimens in 
S690 steel and 59 in S550 steel. Based on these fracture toughness values, the 
parameters in Weibull framework, which is the most commonly used mathematical 
model in estimating cleavage fracture probability, are calibrated. With these material-
dependent parameters, the scatter of fracture toughness values in any specimen 
thickness of this material could be derived. Then, this study proposes a whole testing 
and probability estimation procedure of cleavage fracture for curved cracks based on 
the modification of Weibull framework, including details of the recommended testing 
guidelines, numerical modeling, fracture toughness calculation and cleavage fracture 




probability estimation, via a combined experimental and numerical investigation. The 
experimental program includes 12 surface-cracked specimens in S690 steel, and 13 
surface-cracked plates and 14 though-thickness specimens with curved crack front in 
S550 steel. For engineering application, this study also introduces a numerical process, 
which allows estimation of the fracture probability of curved cracks by numerical 
analysis alone instead of lab tests. In addition, the numerical investigation examines 
an approach to exclude the toughness data inflicted by large plastic deformations prior 
to the cleavage failure. The main conclusions of this study for each subtopic are 
separately presented as follows. 
6.1.1 Simplified Procedure for the Cumulative Cleavage Fracture Probability  
Due to the unavoidable scatter of laboratory fracture toughness data, the 
engineering application requests a mathematical method to deal with such scatters. 
For example, which critical fracture toughness value they should adopt to have a 95% 
confidence. The previous mathematical model for estimating cleavage fracture 
probability requires experimental fracture toughness values from two specimen 
geometries with remarkable constraint difference. At least 15 specimens for each 
geometries should be tested to achieve a statistical reliability in the previous 
calibration procedure.  
This study proposes a simplified procedure to achieve the same accuracy in 
estimating cleavage fracture probability, which significantly decreases the lab tests 
workload in estimating cleavage fracture probability. The simplified procedure 




proposed in this study is based on two global fracture toughness values ( 0K ) at 63.2% 
cumulative fracture probability, which only require 6 specimens to obtain the 0K  
value for each specimen geometry. For specimens with known 0K  values, no 
fracture tests are required. The validation of the proposed method utilizes both the 
extensive fracture toughness data in the European Union project [1] as introduced in 
Chapter 3 and the experimental tests on S690 and S550 high-strength steel as 
introduced in Chapter 4. The simplified approach remains in similar magnitudes for 
cleavage fracture probability comparing with the existing calibration method [42], as 
validated against all the Euro steel materials, S690 and S550 steels. 
In the simplified method, fracture toughness values from specimens with 
different thickness could be scaled to a common thickness. Together with Master 
Curve [54], which scales specimens tested at different temperatures to a common 
temperature, a scaling scheme regarding both specimen geometry and test temperature 
is completed. After testing two sets of specimens (at least 6 specimens in each set) 
with remarkable constraint difference, the critical fracture toughness of specimens in 
any other geometries or any other tested temperatures could be predicted without tests. 
In addition, the numerical investigation examines an approach to exclude the 
toughness data inflicted by large plastic deformations prior to the cleavage failure. 
6.1.2 Crack Initiation Locations 
The experimental programs for both S690 and S550 high-strength steels include 
both through-thickness specimens with straight crack front and specimens with curved 




crack front. The post-test examination are conducted on the fracture surface of all the 
specimens, utilizing an optical microscope to confirm the amount of fatigue pre-
cracking experienced by the machine-notched crack front and to reveal approximately 
the initiation location of the cleavage fracture. The latter, being subsequently 
examined under a scanning electron microscope (SEM), confirms the cleavage 
behavior.  
 For the surface-cracked specimens with half-elliptical crack front and through-
thickness specimens with a curve crack front, the fracture surface indicates high 
concentrations of the river patterns at crack-front locations near both free surface. 
These crack initiation locations coincide with the crack-front material experiencing a 
large local crack driving force from numerical simulations. This finding confirms the 
effectiveness of local crack driving force in predicting crack initiation locations. 
6.1.3 Cleavage Fracture Probability for Curved Cracks 
Curved cracks in this study include surface-cracked steel plates with a half-
elliptical crack front loaded in both bending and tension, and steel bars with a curved 
through-thickness crack. This study proposes a whole testing and cleavage fracture 
probability estimation procedure for curved cracks based on the modification of 
Weibull framework, including details of the recommended testing guidelines, 
numerical modeling, fracture toughness calculation and cleavage fracture probability 
estimation. 
Fracture toughness calculations based on both load-line displacement and crack-




mouth opening distance are presented. Both methods achieve similar fracture 
toughness values. As the crack initiation locations from post-test optical examination 
coincide with the crack-front material experiencing a large local crack driving force 
from numerical simulations, this study treats the crack front zone with a large local 
crack driving force (larger than 90% of the maximum local crack driving force along 
the entire crack front) as the critical zone which will initiate fracture. By the  
mathematical relations between global crack driving force and the local crack driving 
force in the fracture process zone, the fracture toughness values of curved cracks can 
be scaled to a reference condition, in which there is no constraint loss. By comparison, 
curved cracks share the same reference conditions with the straight through-thickness 
specimens in the same material, which demonstrates the independence on crack front 
profile of the cleavage fracture probability estimation method in this study. The 
critical fracture toughness values obtained from tests on both straight and curved 
cracked specimens could be used in engineering application, regardless of the crack 
profile on the real structures.  
6.1.4 Numerical Prediction of Fracture Toughness Values of Curved Cracks 
In the simplified probability estimation procedure of cleavage fracture 
introduced in Chapter 3, fracture toughness values from two sets of specimens with 
remarkable constrain difference calibrate a common reference condition for the 
material. The one-inch thick reference condition has no constraint loss and is 
independent of specimen geometries. This study introduces a numerical procedure, so 




that with known reference condition of a material, which calibrated from two sets of 
specimens with remarkable constraint differences, the fracture behavior of a third 
specimen geometry could be predicted by numerical simulation alone instead of lab 
tests. This numerical procedure dramatically decreases the tests workload and 
provides convenience for future fracture studies.  
The study on effect of specimen geometries has been completed by the analysis 
on curved cracks in this study. The two sets of specimens with remarkable constraint 
difference for calibration of the material reference condition could be in any thickness, 
loading conditions (tension or bending), with through-thickness cracks or not, straight 
or curved crack front. With the material reference condition, the fracture toughness 
values of specimens in any of these geometries and loading conditions could be 
predicted by numerical simulation alone. Thus the probability estimation procedure of 
cleavage fracture in this study is applied to any geometries and loading conditions. As 
the small-scaled-yielded component with cracks on a real structure can be separated to 
be a component with boundary conditions passed from other components, such 
independency of geometries and loading conditions dramatically extend the 
application of the probability estimation procedure of cleavage fracture in this study. 
The cleavage fracture probability of a structural component experiencing a small-
scale yielding could be predicted by numerical simulations and lab tests on two sets of 
specimens with remarkable constraint difference.  
 




6.2 Future Work 
Although this research has yielded significant improvements on the cumulative 
fracture probability of cleavage fracture on high-strength steels, there are still many 
gaps deserving further research in this field. 
Firstly, in this study for cleavage fracture, specimens with large plastic 
deformations around the crack tip are excluded from the fracture probability 
estimation procedure. Future research is recommended on the incorporation of the 
plastic deformation in the proposed approach.  A central objective is to gain some 
understanding on the role of plastic strain on cleavage fracture by means of a 
probabilistic fracture parameter and how it contributes to the cleavage failure 
probability. 
Secondly, some specimens experience ductile crack extension and fail by a 
mixture of ductile and brittle fracture. Future research is recommended on the 
separation of ductile and brittle fracture. How the two fracture mechanism compete 
with each other and contribute to the final fracture remains a challenging task. 
Also, there is a gap in the application of cleavage fracture probability estimation 
method on more complicated components, such as heat-affected zone, welded joints 
with residential stress and stress mismatch in welds. Challenges remain in the effects 
of microstructure on the local crack driving force.   
Then, this study focuses on Mode I cleavage fracture. Fracture in real structures 
normally experiences more complicated crack opening modes. The cleavage fracture 




probability estimation of mixed Mode I and II is recommended in the future studies. 
Finally, the small-scale laboratory specimens can hardly represent both the real 
level of constraint and the stress field for a real crack in the large-scale structures. 
Therefore, future research should relate quantitatively the cleavage fracture resistance 
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